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EDITORIAL # 35

• In this dry winter some routes have been climbed that waited a winter ascent for a long 
time.
In Val Bondasca the local Marcel Schenk after the traverse of  all the summit of  the valley 
the previous winter together with Simon Gietl found the right moment to climb a mixed line 
that was among the objectives of  many generations of  alpinist already at the end of  the 80s. 
The Badile is placed in the hearth of  the Alps and probably compared to others it suffers the 
particular conditions that rarely allow the formation of  “lines” of  ice or hard snow even on 
its steepets sections. With a good eye and a lot of  skill the two alpinist managed to climb the 
whole wall connection lines of  ice and mixed sections. 
Evidently this was not the best line of  the north-est wall because taking advantage of  the good 
(but precarious) conditions, Marcel went back a few days after with David Hefti to climb what 
he called the King Line of  the mountain the “Supercombo” (the result of  a glacial connection 
between the “Cassin” and “Memento Mori”.
In the meantime on the Eiger Tom Ballard finally tied in to a rope and together with Marcin 
Tamszewki climbed a new route in Alpine style with some bivouacs.
The same mountain and same wall, the North obviously: “Metanoia” became part of  those 
routes that are legendary, perhaps its fame or maybe the real difficulty of  the route did not 
allow any repetitions. A super team managed the climb and the names of  its members do 
not need presentations: Thomas Huber, Roger Schaeli and Stephan Siegrist after a couple of  
attempts. A great tribute to the american alpinist Jeff  Lowe that had been award the piolet 
d'or for his carreer. 
Some days before writing this editorial arrived the news about the first ascent of  the east 
face of  Cerro Murallon in Patagonia by David Bacci, Matteo Bernasconi and Matteo Della 
Bordella.
Despite it is situated only a few kilometers disance from the Fitz Roy group it is a very isola-
ted mountain. It has very few ascents and climbs so few that a whole face until a few days ago 
was still unclimbed. It is easy to understand the level of  a climb if  done on a known mountain 
which difficulties are already known. However it is difficult to understand  how difficult it is 
to climb a mountain in such a remote and unknown region. For this reason I'm not impressed 
by the repetition of  a route of  a couple of  years ago but I'm by something innovative.
Some know mountain have a special fame that goes beyond the mountaneering world. Often 
we are fascinated by mountains that have made history perhaps because they are the most 
beautiful and perhaps we want to confront ourselves with the heroes of  the past. Eventhough 
some of  this mountains have plenty of  routes on them some people still want to put their 
name on them. We know that there are mountains of  every sort and for everyone even not to 
far from home. We have to choose if  it would not be better to leave the classic wall that have 
been climbed for decades to not degenerate them or keep climbing on them to leave unconta-
minated new terrains. 

Luca Schiera
(Gruppo dei Ragni di Lecco)
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TITANIC 
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TITANIC 
TOM BALLARD

■ On the left side of  the Eiger North Face three pillars 
stand proud, viewed from some angles they appear insi-
gnificant, from others imposing! 
Eiger North Pillars; a brief(ish) history: In 1968 Toni Hie-
beler climbed a natural weaving line up the left-hand side 
of  the infamous North Face, he was accompanied by the 
Messner brothers and Fritz Maschke. At the time, they 
named the route the "North Pillar". This is somewhat 
of  a misnomer as the route is neither direct nor on the 
North Pillars, climbing their western flanks....and to rub 
salt into the wound further, barely days before, four po-
lish climbers had made a huge sweeping traverse below 
the second pillar and across onto the Lauper route. The 
main challenge remained unclimbed... Summer 1970, 
three young and keen Scotsmen turn up with a shedload 
of  equipment at the foot of  their goal: The North Pillars 
direct. Kenny Spence, Bugs MckEith and Ian MacEache-
ran attack, with sheer will and lots of  individual ability 
they succeed in climbing these three impressive pillars, le-
aving behind spare equipment and fixed ropes they con-
tinue to the summit, despite a very snowy month (com-
plete contrast to my recent ascent without snow at the 

Opening title: Tom Ballard hanging on the belay in the steepest section of the route
Below: Marcin ascending the ropes on a mixed free/aid pitch opened by Tom.

beginning of  the so called 'ski season')! Eight years later a 
pair of  Czech climbers supposedly made a winter ascent 
of  what has ever since been referred to as the "Scottish 
Pillars". How much of  the fixed rope left behind by the 
Scots they used will never be known. I found an eastern 
European looking titanium piton high on the third pillar. 
Which is in contrast to the rest of  the abandoned Scottish 
equipment.
Swiss men Peter Keller and Urs Odermatt were up next 
in 2002. They set about climbing, with even a foray from 
the 'windows' and a heavy haulbag full of  bolts...the route 
they created has hard free climbing! The following year 
they returned to make a full free ascent and supposedly 
strip off  their fixed ropes...I found all hard rock sections 
with their fraying ropes still swaying in the breeze! (there 
was still some to seen recently) They also claim to have 
been 20m from the Scottish Route, but whilst repeating it 
in 2009 I stumbled upon a new bolt...never the less, Griff  
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ins Licht is an impressive route! Next on the scene was 
myself, beginning in winter 2009. I set about repeating 
the Scottish Route, but the weather was against me, the 
heaviest snowfall winter Switzerland had seen for a very 
long time! Slowly I progressed, and by late spring had 
reached the top of  the difficulties. Whilst I waited for the 
route to dry out for an all free ascent, I began to work on 
a new, completely independent line. I had realised that 
all published topo’s were in fact incorrect.... The result 
was a 1000m pure rock climb, Seven Pillars Of  Wisdom. 
The route has a modern feel to it, all bolted belays and 
abseil descent, very similar to the most recent 'free climbs' 
being put up on the right-hand side of  the face (those are 
closer to the train) and with simple descents!  In July, the 
Scottish Pillars were dry enough for me to make the first 
one day free ascent. I named this version (the free line 
does not follow the original exactly), Solitaire. The de-
scent was by abseil down the route. Also during summer 
2009 a Spanish climber is reported to have soloed "Griff  
ins Licht", but I have reason to doubt this as i didn't see 
anyone up there at the time (except myself), despite living 
very near the face in Alpiglen, and climbing parts of  the 

route myself  at the same time! But as Sherlock homes 
said ‟ when you have excluded the impossible, whatever 
remains, however improbable, must be the truthˮ. 

Titanic 

On the last day of  2016, at 1220pm I climbed the last few 
meters to reach Punta Rocca, on the majestic Marmola-
da. I had just spent two days climbing the Gogna route 
on the sunny south face. Both days I had climbed with the 
weak winter sun warming the rock just enough to be able 
to touch with bare fingers for extended periods without 
risking frostbite! Lying in my sleeping bag on the comfor-
table half  way ledge last night, I remembered the seven 
uncomfortable portaledge nights I shared with Marcin, 

Below (on the left): Marcin opening a nice free pitch on the upper part of the pillar.
On the right: two self pictures by Tom, during the winter solitary ascent of the Gogna 
route in Marmolada (30 december 2016).
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when we climbed Titanic on the cold and inhospitable 
Eiger North Face, back at the start of  December.

Swiss trains run on clockwork, so at the scheduled time 
of  2353 I alighted from the train in Interlaken and met 
by Marcin, who had driven. We drove the short distance 
up to Grindelwald, the Eiger was lurking above us in the 
shadows, only the light from the railway tunnel betraying 
its presence. There is only one place in Grindelwald to 
park ‘gratis’. Here we slept discreetly. The next morning, 
we were up fairly early, keen to get packed up and begin 
our mission of  putting a new route on the Eiger!
The great thing about the Eiger is that you can get clo-
se to the Face without making any effort at all. So we 
got off  at a deserted Alpiglen. We had a haul bag and 
two rucksacks each. Containing all our kit and 10 days 

of  food. We were determined to get to the top no matter 
what the weather threw at us!
There was a lack of  snow. We stumbled up the ‘Eiger 
Trail’ until the snowline. Then down for another load. I 
nearly killed myself  carrying two rucksacks, I don’t even 
know how I managed to pick it up! So I did three trips on 
the upper snowy part. 
The last day of  November saw us starting the actual 
climb. A rock pitch lead to easy snow and mixed climbing 
for 200m. Of  course, hauling the heavy bags up was very 
hard work. Then a lovely water ice pitch. We left the haul 
bags and climbed two more pitches, with good ‘squeaky’ 
neve and some mixed moves. We had reached the base 
of  the First Pillar. The sharp rock overhung us. It was so 
steep I could no longer see the sky!
 The next day Marcin was setting off  aiding, delicately 
moving from beak to beak. As i slowly paid out the rope 
I recalled the words of  Kenny Spence, describing how it 
was to climb on the North Pillars, he likened it to how he 
imagined climbing up the prow of  the Titanic! How apt 
these words are. Then it was my turn to climb. Wow what 
a position to be in. I traversed leftwards under a roof, the 
heels of  my boots hanging out above nothing. The expo-
sure was awesome, I was loving it!
Marcin had just stepped up onto a seemingly good beak, 
he was just above the belay, suddenly he was flying and 
came to an abrupt stop a little way below. A block had 
come out and hit him just above the eye, blood started to 
flow. But he is from Poland, a country with a long history 
of  climbing hard men. He set off  once more, perhaps a 
little more cautiously?
We slept below. Then hauled our bags up the steepness. 
The angle had eased. I led a mixed pitch, the real win-
ter experience as spindrift poured down. Then some very 
easy pitches, which meant horrible hauling as the bags 
dug into the snow and snagged on every protruding rock. 
Again and again. We reached the base of  the Second Pil-
lar and the so called ‘Polish Bivouac’. It was here in 1968 
that four Polish climbers slept on their diagonal crossing 
of  the North Pillars. The sky turned a livid pink color. 
What a beautiful scene to behold as we prepared for ano-
ther night on the wall. “Red sky at night, shepherds de-

on the left: Marcin on the belay on the overhanging section of the upper pillar. The 
ropes give the exact impression on how overhanging this section of wall is.
On the right: a picture of Marcin that shows Tom opening one of the crux pitches of 
the route. 
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light”, was a relevant prophecy as the weather was cold 
and clear everyday. I couldn’t believe the weather was 
holding, this is the Eiger we are talking about, famous for 
its sudden storms. But no, perfect weather day after day.  
The following morning saw me belaying Marcin as he 
edged up the wall. From time to time I looked up, all I 
could see above me was a huge unbroken sheet of  rock. 
I stamped my feet to warm them and payed out more 
rope. I was reveling in the situation, to my right the en-
tire North Face of  the Eiger was in view, and what an 
amazing view it was. Cold and uninviting at first glance, 
but look again, scrutinize the rock bands and hanging ice 
fields and you can see the infamous features of  this iconic 
face. The Hinterstoisser traverse, the Ice Hose, above the 
ramp, then the iconic Traverse of  the Gods leading to 
one of  the most famous patches of  snow in the world, the 
White Spider. 
The following day the climbing became a little easier, 
mostly free now with some moves of  aid. But the rock 
was deteriorating. Huge blocks were sitting precariously 
on little ledges, to climb past and not dislodge them re-
quired careful climbing for both leader and second. We 
moved our portaledge camp up too. Originally, we had 
been hoping to move rightwards at this point in the wall, 
towards a big corner system. However, we were tired off  
the bad rock quality and the next two pitches forced us 

leftwards to join my first Eiger new route Seven Pillars 
Of  Wisdom on the Third Pillar. I took the lead for the 
next four pitches, because as Marcin said, I already knew 
the way. The rock quality was as good, or better then I re-
member, smooth sculptured pale grey limestone, Marmo-
lada-esque! The climbing was hard, well, hard in winter 
boots. Winter climbing boots are not renowned for their 
smearing capabilities. I tried the American speed tactics, 
free climb to a fixed piece, yard on this to the next fixed 
piece then free climb again. In no time at all three pitches 
had flown past, and I was climbing the fourth. Delica-
te but not difficult movements heading to the right edge 
of  the pillar, as you grip a hold on the edge and stand 
up, suddenly there is nothing below, only nine hundred 
meters of  emptiness until the base of  the wall. Last time 
I was here I was alone, merely a tiny speck on this enor-
mous face. This time I had someone to share the emo-
tions with. Share the amazing situation that we were in. 
No need for a gushing of  words, merely a broad grin and 
get on with racking the gear for tomorrows summit push. 
Back down to our creaky portaledge. Time to light the 
stove, fill the pan full of  snow and settle down for food 
and drink, and hopefully some sleep to rest tired limbs 
and mind. For the first time in my life I had cravings for 
big slabs of  butter.
The following morning, we ascended our fixed ropes in 
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the darkness. I set off  climbing the last pitch towards the 
top of  the Third Pillar as the first light of  the day began, 
revealing the huge mixed face above which would hope-
fully take us to the summit and glory in no time!

We moved together, weaving through the natural we-
akness leading to the Lauperschild. Here the ice became 
hard and brittle, the rock was poor and not common, but 
the angle not more than 60 degrees. I sighed a sigh of  
relief  when I gained the two huge blocks that can be seen 
as specks from Grindelwald. There was a bolt, but it must 
have been hit by a falling stone for it was bent to an un-
natural angle, and it moved alarmingly, oh well I will just 
have to trust it. Above we could trend rightwards to join 
the finish of  the 1938 route, or leftwards to the Mittellegi 
Ridge. I was so tired. I had a distinct lack of  energy. Ne-
arly a week on the wall had taken its toll. We headed Left. 
Up a narrow gully formed on the side of  a huge rock. All 
day we could see the snowy ridge glinting in the sun, now 
I finally reached it. What a relief  to be bathed in sun. 
Like a mole emerging from a tunnel, I couldn’t see be-
cause the bright light was blinding me. But I didn’t care. 
We stashed our gear and set off  towards the summit. At 
2pm we were stood on top of  the Eiger, always a special 

place, today even more so as we had just topped out on a 
new route. Time for much earned selfies. I couldn’t help 
laughing as Marcin produced the keys from his sponsored 
car, and attempted some selfies with them aloft. I imagi-
ned the keys dropping nearly two kilometers and never 
being found again! 
Then we began the descent. Back along the ridge to our 
ropes and gear. Then made the first of  eighteen abseils. 
We had to abseil off  a hand drilled bolt gingerly as was 
in poor rock and rotating ominously. On another belay 
there was an old bolt, we had both sat on it on the way up. 
We were clipped to it again and pulling the ropes down 
when it popped out! So now we were held on by only our 
crampon points and a peg in poor rock. I quickly enlar-
ged the hole and knocked in of  our few remaining 8mm 
bolts into it, then we could breathe easier again.
Lower down there was no rock, so we left behind the two 
ice screws we had brought with us, plus one I had found 
near the top. Then belays made up of  pegs and cams. 

Below: Tom opens the route on the compact shield.
On the right: the overhangs are finised now there are more than a 1000m of mixed 
classical terrain to the summit.
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Dusk was upon us. Still a long way to go. I watched the 
alpenglow illuminate the surrounding peaks as Marcin 
placed the last of  our bolts. Head torches were switched 
on and down we continued. Then Marcin’s head torch 
was flying down the face, flicked off  his helmet by the 
rope. He cursed and brought out his spare. 
Lower down the rope got stuck. Now it was my turn to 
curse as I went back up to free it.
Then we found Marcin’s head torch, miraculously still 
working and sat in the snow, it had fallen more than two 
hundred meters! 
Lower still and the rope was stuck again. My profanities 
rang through the air. This time the rope was caught on 
something below. It was a tangled mess. It’s a strange fee-
ling to be on a huge face in the dark, you can only see the 
few meters around you illuminated by your torch, almost 
as if  you are in a bubble, surrounded by the blackness 
that is night. You could even forget for where you are, you 
could be 10 meters off  the deck, not 1000!
To our mutual relief, we regained the top off  the third pil-

lar. Just two abseils and we were on our fixed ropes again. 
At eight thirty we crawled into our frosty sleeping bags. 
We were tired but content.
The following morning I ascended the ropes again. We 
then began our descent, which was easy on the steeper 
rock, but hard work through the snow to the top off  the 
First Pillar.  
Towards the bottom the belays of  Seven Pillars of  
Wisdom were buried by snow. How could I not find the 
chains I had place myself ?
We had to leave more gear behind, at least we wouldn’t 
have to carry it down!

Finally, we were on terra firma again. Its only when you 
reach the ground that you can relax. All the built-up ten-
sion evaporates. But it’s not long before the euphoria is 
replaced by tiredness. We packed up hurriedly and hea-
ded off  down, dragging the ‘pigs’ behind us.      
We must have looked a sight to the skiers and tourists on 
the train. We jumped on with our beaten-up bags, tatty 
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and ripped clothing, and one week unwashed bodies. The 
train clanked slowly down, the skiers swapped tales of  
daring do and Marcin and I exchanged secret smiles as we 
gazed out of  the large windows at our accomplishment, a 
new route on arguably the biggest Alpine Face, the Eiger. 
■

Below: Tom and Marcin on the summit of the Eiger.
Above and on the right: Marcin along the final ridge of the Eiger a few steps from the 
summit cima.
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 ALPINE 
MENTORS 

by STEVE HOUSE

The alpinist of the future
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■ Welcome everyone!” Bundled in a thick parka against 
the autumn chill, I toss my note- book on a picnic table in 
Ouray, Colorado, and address the group of  ten climbers. 
They have come from all over the U.S. and even Europe 
for the first Alpine Mentors session. «Over the coming 
days we’ll go sport climbing, trad climbing, and dry-too-
ling, learn some leader-rescue skills, and head up to the 
north face of  Mt. Sneffels for an alpine climb. By the end 
of  the week, we’ll know which four of  you are prime for 
climbing mentorship.» 
I explain to the group that my fellow mentors, Vince 
Anderson and Bryan Gilmore, and I will debrief  each 
climber with our impressions of  their strengths and we-
aknesses as an alpinist. 
And, finally, we’ll select the four climbers with whom 
I’ll spend many, many weeks over the coming two years. 
«Whatever happens, know that first and foremost I’m 
looking for people who are ready for mentorship and 
committed to alpinism» I say. «This isn’t a climbing com-
petition, this is the start of  a team. A team that’s going 
to spend a lot of  time together. So, unless there are any 
questions, let’s head up to the Pool Wall for some sport 
climbs.»

Front page: a student of the Alpine Mentors picture taken a few moments below the 
summit  (@ arch. Steve House).
Below: Steven Van Sickle summits Sickle Spire (5,334m) during the Alpine Mentors 
expedition to India in October 2014. Behind is Brahmasar (ca 5,830m), the team’s 
main objective. Steve House (@ arch. Steve House).
On the  right: Steve House (@ arch. Steve House).

***

And so began the first day of  what would add up to 119 
days of   traveling and climbing together. Nine  months 
earlier, on January 1, 2012, my wife, Eva House, and I 
had launched a  website with an outline of  our vision  
for a free, two-year climbing-mentorship program. From 
dozens of  written applications I had invited ten climbers 
to Ouray. And from these we selected four climbers: Bu-
ster Jesik, 26, from Colorado; Colin Simon, 24, originally 
from California; Marianne van der Steen, 27, a Dutch 
woman who had committed to a month-long trip to the 
western U.S. in hopes of  joining our project; and Steven 
Van Sickle, the oldest of  the group at 28, a self-described 
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“Air Force brat” who had been living in Ouray for seven 
years specifically for ice climbing.  

Otctober 2012. Black Canyon of the Gunnison, 
Colorado.
«I racked everything on one sling so I can hand all the 
gear to you at once -makes the transition faster.» Colin 
and I are standing on a ledge below pitch five of  Escape 
Artist.
«Okay, Anything else?» he asks. 
«Keep placing good gear, keep moving. Stay in the flow; 
there’s one more pitch in your block. Do you know where 
you’re going? You’re on belay.»
«Yup. Climbing.» And with that Colin moves down and 
right to the first good jam of  the Lighting Bolt Crack, 

steps up twice, and places a solid cam.
Formalized mentorship programs for alpinists began in 
France in 1991. The Club Alpin Français program, which 
they call the Groupe Excellence, initially was directed by 
Luc Jourjon, assisted by half  a dozen top guides, and has 
operated continually ever since on a two-year cycle, now 
with a mixed-gender group of  ten young alpinists. The 
CAF funds the group, and, as is the case with similar 
groups elsewhere in Europe, the programs pay a salary 
to instructors and all expenses for participants. Most of  

the programs share a two-year framework, with gradually 
increasing scale and complexity of  objectives, leading to 
a final expedition. 
I first learned of  such mentorship programs back in the 
1990s, as a 20-something aspiring alpinist. At the time, I 
would have killed for such an opportunity. Luckily, I found 
mentorship the old-fashioned way, sharing many a rope 
with older partners. As my experience grew, I wondered 
if  a more formal mentorship program might be possible 
in North America. In 2010, having survived a near-fatal 
climbing accident, I vowed to do something tangible for 
the sport and culture of  alpinism. Mentorship seemed to 
have the power to bring really positive change to our ge-
ographically diverse North American climbing commu-
nity. 
In January 2013, Eva and I hit the floor at the Outdoor 

Retailer trade show in Salt Lake City. We had a program, 
we had four participants, and I had successfully run 30 
days of  mentored climbing around Ouray and Black 
Canyon of  the Gunnison National Park. We went to 30 
meetings over four days and came back with promises of  
financial support from Polartec, Patagonia, Outdoor Re-
search, Grivel, Liberty Mountain, Asolo, MSR, and La-
Sportiva. If  these companies all came through with their 
promised donations, we would be able to operate in the 
black for year one. Every one did.
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March 2013. Canmore, Alberta.
Fifty-six-year-old Scott Backes is reclined in an easy chair, 
wearing a fresh T-shirt for the first time in two days. It re-
ads “Kiss or Kill.” After every climb the mentors debrief  
the mentees by rope teams. This is where most of  the 
reflection, discussion, and learning takes place. Many of  
these sessions go late into the night. 
«When you’re at the end of  that second day of  climbing, 
and your calves have already melted, and you’ve got 300 
feet of  black ice to get off  the face, you kind of  need to 
be able to simul-climb» he says to our small group, gathe-
red in a condominium that has been loaned to us for two 
weeks by the parents of  a climbing friend. «Being able to 
do that, with confidence, is going to make the difference 
between being alive and not being alive.» 

In the Canadian Rockies we spend two weeks climbing 
frozen waterfalls and all-day alpine routes. After a couple 
of  ropes get stuck on the descent from Asteroid Alley on 
Mt. Andromeda, one of  these days stretches more than 
24 hours. As a group we quickly realize that the men-
tees are slow on moderate fifth-class climbing terrain. 
Difficult technical climbing is almost always slow, but the 
amount of  time spent on Backes’ “300 feet of  black ice” 
is one area where the mentees could see dramatic impro-
vements. As lead mentor, I begin laying plans to empha-
size this skill during our next excursion. 
The Courmayeur guide’s office sits on the town squa-
re, opposite the Catholic church. It is the second-oldest 
mountain guide’s office in the world (the oldest being a 
short crow-flight away, in Chamonix). The head guide 
uncorks champagne and makes a speech welcoming us to 
the Alps, wishing us luck and assuring us we are in good 
hands. Over an extravagant spread of  olives, thin- sliced 
sausages, and delicate cheeses, four of  the most senior 
guides on Monte Bianco orient our young alpinists to the 
most storied mountain massif  in the world. The guides 
unfold climbing topos and trace descent lines on a large 
3D map of  the range. 
One week later, spindrift is whipping into the not-quite-
sealed crevasse and settling gently upon all of  us. Thin-
king we could cruise miles of  moderate, exposed alpine 
terrain across the Rochefort Arête to the Canzio bivouac 
hut and on to the summit of  the Grand Jorasses, we had 
left the valley on the first cable car. Sometime around 
midnight, lost amid blowing snow, I had pulled the plug, 
turned us around, and led the team back to a crevasse I’d 
spotted seven hours earlier. Colin and Buster make hot 
drinks and dinner. I pull out a light sleeping bag and a 

bivy sack; Buster has gone light and has only a foil emer-
gency blanket. I snore, the others shiver, and at dawn we 
leave our little cave and head down. Lessons learned. 

June 2014. Denali. 
The wind whips and fast-moving clouds obscure 
everything around us. I pace Marianne, kicking steps at 
a slow, even tempo across the hard-packed snow slope. 
Turning the corner, I see Buster and Colin reach the 
summit and wordlessly high-five. Raphael Slawinski, my 
co-mentor, and Steven VanSickle must be on the north 
summit of  Denali by now. 
We are acclimatizing for a planned attempt on the Cassin 
Ridge. We move in the way top climbers move on Dena-
li: on skis, mostly unroped, climbing to the 14,200-foot 
camp quickly, and then acclimatizing with light packs, 
never camping higher. This time it takes us almost ten 
hours to summit from 14,200 camp, over three hours 
longer than what I’d consider a good time for the West 
Buttress, but conditions are snowy, the weather stormy. 
No one else is here. 
Dr. Raphael Slawinski, a veteran of  this mountain who 
had climbed with the group earlier, on our trip to Cana-
da, is the perfect mentor. A tenured professor of  physics, 
Raphael balances a healthy professional life with a mar-
riage and a passion for climbing. As so often happens, our 
dinnertime discussion turns to these topics. Our relatively 
youthful charges are wrestling with how to find jobs that 
also allow them to climb. 
From the beginning my aim had never been to train 
mountain guides (the American Mountain Guides Asso-
ciation exists to do that), nor was it to train the “best” 
climbers or the “next Steve House”—questions I was of-
ten asked. Mentorship and climbing, as I observed again 
and again, fundamentally are both discussions about 
being human. About expressing physically what you en-
joy doing, while maintaining a balance with relationships 
and work. My first objective was to show them that clim-
bers they look up to, like Raphael and me, are actually 
quite timid about taking risks. But we are also confident 
in important ways. Sometimes that means knowing I can 
simul-climb 300 feet of  black ice in a few minutes. High 
on Denali in thick blowing clouds, it means knowing 
that I can navigate down to Denali Pass and then to the 
17,200-foot camp in under an hour in a total whiteout. 
I’ve done it several times. For me it is a relatively casual 
situation; for someone who doesn’t have that ability, the 
very same situation could prove fatal. 
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In dangerous situations you have to know in your head 
and in your heart that you will not fail. You build your 
safety net as you go, marking waypoints or placing cams, 
while hoping that you’ll not need either. We have many 
types of  safety nets, and we build in these redundan- cies 
to allow for survival and, in the end, for growth. The 
successful climber knows well the fine edge between rec-
klessness and safety. 

Ottobre 2014. Garhwal Himalaya.
The morning air feels like water: deep, cool, still water. 
I feel it ripple across my shoulders as I cross the goat-
cropped grass, look up, and stop. Above us are the three 
summits of  the Brahmasar massif  and our objective. Two 
years earlier, at the north rim campground in the Black 
Canyon, I’d posed the questions that have since defined 

everything we’ve done as a group: «Where do you each 
want to be in two years’ time? What do you want to be 
able to climb?» 
The answer was unanimous: technical routes, at modera-
te altitude, alpine-style, in the Himalaya. At 5,850 meters, 
Brahmasar didn’t even need a trekking permit, let alone a 
climbing permit or the dreaded liaison officer. The main 
summit was untouched. And the summits of  B-2 and B-3 
each had seen only a single ascent. 
The door to mountaineering in the Himalaya was ope-
ned for me by the Slovenian Alpine Association. I was 
studying in Slovenia and was mentored by experienced 
climbers, who eventually invited me to join an expedition 
to Nanga Parbat. I turned 20 in base camp, and after 
I’d climbed to 6,400 meters and the expedition put two 
climbers on the summit, we still had a month before our 
flights home. I lit off  across Baltistan and up the Hunza 
Valley, traveling, trekking, and taking in the mountains. 
The thing about climbing in the Himalaya is that it seems 
so complicated and expensive - almost impossible. Until Abov: moving up on Denali (@ arch. Steve House).
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you go there and see that it’s not. That was my goal with 
this expedition: to show them how easy and cheap it can 
be. 
After the first ascent of  a 5,300- meter spire, by Steven 
and me, and some scouting of  lines on the Brahmasar 
group, the group dearly wants to claim the first ascent of  
Brahmasar I. But an attempt by Buster, Colin, and Steven 
ends at just under 5,500 meters. (Marianne had opted out 
of  the final expedition to India due to personal reasons.) 
They retreat to ABC with heavy hearts but the satisfac-
tion that they couldn’t have done much differently—or 
much better. As always we debrief  their climb: Their de-
cision to retreat followed a difficult bivy, compounded by 
hard climbing on dangerously loose rock, far from home. 
The unknown has outweighed these climbers’ confiden-
ce, as it should have. 
With Alpine Mentors I wish to pass on a view of  mountai-
neering that strictly accepts the mountains as they are, 
with an ethic of  climbing them by fair means and an 
appreciation for the most aesthetic route possible. I, and 
many others, have long held that climbing is not only a 
physical act, but also a spiritual pursuit. Walter Bonnatti 
once said that each climb is “a victory over your own hu-
man frailty.” Simple words that say much, for these strug-
gles expose our values. And once our values are seen, we 
can mold them. 

Autumn 2014, Seattle, Washington.
Steve Swenson had been one of  our volunteer mentors 
during our Canmore trip in the spring of  2013. Inspired 
by what he saw and experienced, Steve asked, “Would 
you be interested in having me organize a regional pro-
gram based in Seattle?” In the fall of  2014, having se-
lected its first group of  mentees, Alpine Mentors Pacific 
Northwest began its inaugural two-year program with 
sessions in Seattle and Squamish, British Columbia. Ed-
die Espinosa, regional manager of  the American Alpine 
Club, offered logistical support for Steve’s efforts. The vo-
lunteer mentors have included Perry Beckham, Jim Do-
nini, Colin Haley, Sarah Hart, Bob Rogoz, and Wayne 
Wallace. 

The future of  Alpine Mentors in North America lies in 
emphasizing regional groups, operating within the esta-
blished group-development process, with a two-year 
cycle. Keeping things local not only reduces the time 
commitment for volunteers, but also the cost of  running 

the program. With those efficiencies we can insure and 
operate more regional programs

December 2014. Ouray, Colorado. 
Forty climbers crowd the small upstairs room of  Backstre-
et Bagels. With 20 posters and a social-media push, we’ve 
lured people from as far away as Portland, Oregon, to our 
first Alpine Mentors Ice Bash. Our tag line is: No clinics. 
Only climbing. Dirtbag lodging deals. Slideshow. Beer. 
At the Ice Bash I want the mentees to have their own 
experience of  mentoring less experienced climbers. They 
now have much to share. The Ice Bash also marks the 
graduation of  our first class. After all we’ve gone throu-
gh together, a ceremony to celebrate this transition seems 
important to all of  us. After we hand them engraved Gri-
vel wooden ice axes as mementos, Buster, Colin, and Ste-
ven stand before the crowd to narrate a slideshow about 
their Alpine Mentors experiences, telling their story to 
their own tribe. ■

About the Author: Steve House lives in Ridgway, Colorado. Of  
Alpine Mentors, he says, “In my 44 years of  life so far, this has 
been one of  the biggest challenges I’ve ever undertaken. Over-
shadowing all else has been the deep knowledge and unbridled 
generosity of  our climbing community. The biggest thank you 
goes to my wife and co-founder, Eva House. Without her bu-
siness and marketing acumen, we would not have been able 
to create this project. We also owe big thanks to the volunte-
er mentors for our first cycle: Vince Anderson, Scott Backes, 
Jon Bracey, Jim Elzinga, Bryan Gilmore, David Göttler, Rob 
Owens, Ines Papert, Steve Swenson, and Raphael Slawinski.” 
Visit www. alpinementors.org to learn more about the organiza-
tion or make a tax-deductible donation. To get involved directly, 
email climb@alpinementors.org. 
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■ The climber that changed climbing in Italy is almost 60 
years old, how do you feel today knowing that you are a big 
part of this history?

“An pomo do pomi na cesta de pomi e te ga sess’antani” (one ap-
ple, two apples, on bag of  apples and at the end you are 
60 years old) someone wrote. And nothing is more true. 
I'm not sure if  I'm a part of  history but I feel like some-
one of  that age that dispite everything is lucky to have 
reached this age. 
Sadly I did not reach them integrally from a physical 
point of  view because I was not as precise in my athletic 
career as I should have been. My last climbs (see “Pinne 
Gialle” and “Il mattino”) are definitely climbs that have 
nothing special in terms of  difficulty. But due to the fact 
that I can not train anymore those were the only things 
I could allow myself. During these climbs the mental 
aspect is predominant especially is you can not support 
yourself  physically, even though the danger is not excessi-
ve its more that somewhere else. 

Can you tell us about the years of “Il mattino dei Maghi” and 
something about the route? 

It was a time when I was still completely refusing expan-
sion bolts, but it was also the time I had see n some new 
way of  climbing. 
I began to look at walls that before I had never conside-
red, those were  the first crags. 
I believe it was an important moment that marked the 
end of  an era. On this route I put my first precision bolt 
and I did it because going forward without nothing on 
that wall was beyond my possibilities. Eventhough I per-
ceived it as a defeat. Up to that time for me climbing 
was climbing bottom up as much as possible free and less 
as possible protected. After “il mattino” nothing was the 
same as before. 
After the end of  the seventies and the early 80s there 
had been almost a generational split. Things completely 
changed. The sport side of  climbing with its risk free side 
sped up progress and security and brought to a systema-
tic search for physical limits. The simple fact to not risk 
dying every time that you tried to climb was noteworthy. 

“Il mattino” if  it wasn't for those rare protections, nowa-
days it would be a difficulty that a normal athlete would 
find ridiculous. (today 15 year old girls climb 9a) even 
though 35 years ago for how it had been developed it was 
certainly one of  the most difficult climbs in Europe. It 
is a story light years old and not even trying to repeat it 
would be sufficient to understand it. Climbing changed in 
the same way as the world around us and getting closer 
to that dimension is not easy. Even if  trying it on sight 
would be different because the level is so high that it can 
not be the same thing. Even if  chalk marks that I found 
on the way it feels like even this would not be interesting. 
However it would be the only way to approach a respect 
an idea that brought a historical change. 
The problem with this climb is not the strength nor the 
endurance. 
However it is very difficult to add some protection if  one 
respects the line of  ascent (I could not) and for the first 
part you need to rely on the quality of  those three old 
“pressionbolts”. 

When you started climbing you were 17 years old, you did not 
have any alpinistic culture, nor from the mountain and you 
could not explain to yourself this “desire to climb” that you 
felt in yourself. Today after many years can you? 

No it is really difficult to understand why an how a kid 
completely without any climbing and alpine culture 
grown in a world that did not have any of  it had in him 
the desire to change the world and the way of  climbing 
and even managed to do it. Perhaps it was possible only 
for this reason. It only happened because I chased my 
dreams and had the freedom to do it without no other 
intent than for myself.

A few months ago you freeclimbed with traditional protec-
tion one of you routes “Pinne Gialle” I believe it was a great 
satisfaction for you. Please describe this route and where 
it was born.  

It is very simple, in that crag I climbed many of  my har-
dest climbs such as “turini” or the “great corner” still in 
the 70s. But mostly this wall because it was one of  the first 
climbs to take me to the crags. It was fun to climb always 
at your limit without having to risk dying even if  it was 
not one of  the my biggest priorities. I went back curiously 
because I always found that I idea of  climbing interesting, 

Front page: an amazing self picture by Davide Carrari portrais Manolo on Pinne 
Gialle, 2016 (© D.Carrari).

On the right: Manolo on “Il mattino dei Maghi” 2016  (© arch. Manolo).
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very special and most of  all very kind for people with little 
strength.  Because climbing on those gentle angle is most 
of  all about technique and sensitivity. 
I left a line for the future but when I got back to that 
project the future had surpassed me. I came back after 
three consecutive years of  serious injuries and climbing it 
trad like I had always imagined it seemed to dangerous.
The fear to injure myself  again was quite high becau-
se the most demanding part runs sideways and parallel 
to the “great corner” and every time that you fall you 
risk hitting it. Moreover, the knowledge that I had lost 
my shape was unreachable anymore. I decided to bolt 
the route I could not resist anymore I want it too badly. 
That elegant line, perhaps to hastily I wanted to climb it 
anyways in a much more safe way. Putting in bolts. The 
speed with which I freed the route made me reflect on 
the decision taken to try it without bolts. And so it was. 
As soon as Andrea de Giacometti (whom helped me bolt 
it and was trying it ) managed to climb it I would have 
returned to try it without bolts. 

After my first repetition I took away the bolts and climbed 
it trad. I have to clarify that not all the nuts have been 
placed during the ascent because of  my incapacity to do 
it quickly (it was the first time I tried a route of  that diffi-
culty in that style) that series of  micro nuts I found them 
very difficult to place. 
I believe it is a fantastic line and very special and if  I have 
to be sincere not even so demanding but the climbing is 
strange and different. A lot technical climbing and sensi-
tivity where anything can happen, you just have to stiffen 
for a moment a you see everything differently. 
When I tried the route in top rope the difficulty seemed 
almost irrisory but beginning from the bottom with that 
corner constantly and dangerously close and the fingers 
where unable to close on the holds I had to put all the 
weight on my feet everything went differently. Also 
because the crux pitch was 50 meters long.

Below: Manolo plays with the tools of the trade, after having climbed “Pinne Giale”, 
2016  (© D.Carrari).
On the right: Manolo on “Pinne Gialle” 2016 (© D.Carrari).
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You often say that to resolve many routes it was a matter 
of feeling, and that your way of climbing is told by your way 
to feel the rock under your fingers. You think that there 
are new climbing trends towards the “always more overhan-
ging” or what else is changing this control of feeling?

I believe that there are some routes were physical strength 
can not compensate completely a lake of  fluidity and sen-
sitiveness. Sometimes it is only a matter of  exercise like 
other things and can be very useful and can help and 
make a difference when strength lacks. 

Once you told me that you prefer quality to quantity and 
that the summit of a mountain or a pitch is a consequence 
and not an objective. Do you believe that the tendency has 
changed? 

Perhaps it is only a personal perception but in this society 
quality sometimes appears something going extinct. I'm 
not sure that this is happening also in climbing, I hope 
not. There has been a significant change in the world of  
Alpinism. The evolution has created free climbing that 
has become a sport and this is now becoming an Olympic 
sport. And it is right. There are so many possibilities to 
experience it also beyond the competitive side that you 
only have to chose... the important thing is that is not 
going to be “prisoner”.

What happens in a climber when it is unable to freeclimb a 
route?

I would not know, I believe many different reaction that 
could bring acceptance, motivation and self  knowledge 
up to frustration, rage and envy

Do you believe the frenzy that once belonged only to cities 
is now slowly entering rock walls?

Not always and not everywhere, but surely it for nume-
rical reasons, citizens have become the majority. But also 
climbing and alpinismo are sons of  their time that chan-
ges and moves and it is not necessarily the worst part that 
does. And if  it was it would only be a mirror of  what we 
are. 

People that see you climbing immediately see that you enter 
a dimension that only can access, its is dialogue with rock, 
your unique style and the climbs you pick are similar to 
dances on rock to conquer at any passage. The spotlight has 
never changed you... do you have some regret about it? Or 
do you prefer always being able to do what you want?

I do not know, we all have different ways to climb, run or 
ski. And it is not always a synonym of  efficiency. I could 
make an example. The important thing in climbing is 
to reach the highest point without falling. In skiing the 
objective is to be the fastest without falling... 
the talent that someone has inherited from the gods ( and 
it is not a great merit) is not always enough to go beyond. 
It is not sufficient to move quickly and elegantly to get 
high. Like it is not enough to be balanced with the skis to 
make the fastest time, you have to add reactivate, coordi-
nation, power, endurance and mental strength. It is pos-
sible to create a champion, but an ace is born. I've seen 
strong climbers with and enormous physical strength 
unable to exploit them perhaps for a lack of  technique 
which sometimes is very important and I do not want to 
say that you do not it on overhangs. But we cannot train 
is like strength. 
I was lucky, reckless and maybe even courage but I made 
my choices with knowledge and therefore not regrets. Su-
rely it was not always easy some have been made by life 
but if  I renounced it was to have this freedom. ■
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BAFFIN 
LOST IN SPACE

By MATTeO De ZAiACOMO
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■ We were driving back from Bolzan, and with me in the 
car were Luca Schiera, Matteo Della Bordella and Fabio 
Palma. I was having a hard time on the highway keeping 
my eyes open and in order not to fall asleep I was reading 
the number plates of  the cars that were overtaking me 
while the rest were recovering the hours of  sleep they had 
lost the nights before the conference. 
When everyone recovered their brain functions Matteo 
threw the mad idea “let's go to Baffin and parachute out 
of  an airplane under the walls!”
The idea had a follow up and a month later we were jum-
ping at 4000 meters out of  an Airplane, the hold door 
open and a very motivated instructor. Despite our mo-
tivation in realizing this project we had to take notice of  
several logistical projects that we were unable to fix in 
such a short notice. Inexperience had sunken the idea of  
the parachute but not the project to go to Baffin. 
More or less in the same period we found out that also 
Nico Favresse and Sean Villanueva wanted to spent the 
summer in the Canadian arctic and exactly in the same 
fjord where we wanted to go. It did not take long before 
the two teams joined each other in an Italian-Belgian and 
reorganized together the adventure.
We did not know Sean and Nico if  not by their reputation 
and the idea to share with them this adventure gave me 
even more motivation and psyche. Like a second league 
soccer player that all of  a sudden finds himself  playing 
together with his champions: I had to play the best game 
in my life to be at the level of  my partners.

Me and Luchino landed in Ottawa a couple of  hours 
too late and after an unnerving meeting with the Cana-
dian immigration police we met with Sean with his se-
rious but friendly attitude. We were hosted by Jody Miall 
a brilliant guy owner of  a climbing gym and a brewery. 
His home a classical detached house turns out to be full 
of  surprises. A tool to fabricate ammunition, very dan-
gerous self  made blowpipes, a whole course similar to 
Ninja Warrior and two snake tanks. One of  the tanks 
is empty and the snake is free in the basement were we 
want to sleep, but don't worry! A Jody says its the ni-
cest snake that you can find and perhaps it will even tell 
some jokes! 
I shook hands for the first time with Nico and I found 
out how big his hands are and in his eyes I could see that 
spark that only curious and enthusiastic children have. 
In Ottawa we bought all the groceries necessary for our 

arctic journey and taken by our buying frenzy we forgot 
to pick up Matteo at the airport. 
 
The team was complete and for the last time we reorga-
nized our luggage and we found ourselves again at the 
airport headed to Iqualit. Capital of  Baffin Island. Nico 
played the guitar while we were waiting for the gate to 
open for the next leg of  our journey that from Iqualit 
would take us to Clide River we can already smell that air 
of  friendship, comradship and happiness that would go 
with this arctic journey.

The small aircraft with ten seats landed on a landing strip 
of  gravel, ice and mud and together with our mountain 
of  luggage thrown in the middle of  the road we waited 
for someone with a good heart to help us take all the gear 
to town. Jason Hainnu picked us up with all the gear on 
board of  his Blu ford and in two trips we managed to 
transport everything.  The cabin had only three seats and 
while Luchino and Teo sat in the heated cabin next to 
Jason I'm considered part of  the luggage and I had to 
endure the coldest car ride in my entire life (So far)!
Clyde river is a ghost town, boats sit frozen by a thick la-
yer of  ice and on the horizon the white clouds blend with 
with the snowy surface. The same goes for the concept of  
time, you never see the sun set and you never know what 
time it is. It is confusing to pass from a rythm based by 
light and darkness to one where you just go to sleep when 
you are tired; but were helped  this new situation by a guy 
called Gregory Jonas, a teenager whom came to visit us at 
anytime of  the day.
His passion for these lands really helped us to learn and 
understand the maps  we had, the places where the ice 
would break up earlier, the many hidden dangers of  
these fjords the lakes where we could fish and many other 
things. It was nice to have Gregory always around, he 
admired us and wanted to learn  some Alpinism. He 
also wanted a rope and a set of  nuts to rappel from the 
cliffs and steal the eggs of  the ducks, he told us on how to 
hunt Narhwal and more importantly on how to defend 
ourselves from the attack of  a polar bear in case we did 
not have a rifle at our disposal. The bear always attacks 
with his left pawn and in the moment of  an attack we 
should just move quickly to the left and with a 20cm knife 

Front page: the amazing walls in the Stewart Valley(© foto M.De Zaiacomo)

On the right: Sean on the cracks of “Coconut Connection” (© foto M.De Zaiacomo)
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which he always carries  with him, stab the bear in the 
neck. Basically you just have to stab him and you are safe. 
Despite the numerous tips we opted for the rifle and we 
fill our fuel tanks for our stoves. The only thing left to 
do was to begin our journey, leaving the civilized world 
at our backs and beginning this adventure counting only 
exclusively on our forces. 
We aim towards the sea pulling our heavy pulks on the 
thin crust of  frozen ice, however we immediately found 
ourselves in the middle of  a whiteout without any refe-
rence, inside a completely white space where only the fro-
zen cold ice was hitting our faces.  After only four hours 
of  marching Nico's binding breaks and after an attempt 
to repair them with some screws we have to fix them with 
some iron wire and ducktape. A nice beginning conside-
ring we still had 160km to do.

During the first seven days we encountered many times 
the tracks of  Polar bears and the size of  those tracks left 
us quite worried. 
The evening and morning, if  the position of  our camp 
allows it we do some bouldering and play our musical 
instruments. Sean the flute and Nico our guitar, Matteo 

the Mouth harp and me the Violin. We never understood 
what instrument had brought Luchino and he always hid 
it very carefully. Nonetheless he learned to play the har-
monica. The truth is that only the belgians knew how to 
play music we italians only tried. 
All of  us fought with some small problems with blisters or 
with skies that did not slide. But the one that suffered the 
most the approach was certainly Matteo. His new boots 
were  a torture. However we had  great determination 
that came from seeing the amazing and enormous walls 
around us. The Chinese Wall, the Great Cross Pillar, The 
Polar Sun Spire and Walker Citadel filled our minds with 
dreams of  amazing climbs. On any of  these we imagi-
ned possible lines of  ascent while Sean and Nico told us 
that they had been practically everywhere. It was on the 
Walker citadel that we decided to “break the ice” while 

Above: M. De Zaiacomo ascends the Jumars of one of the pitched opened at night  
(© ph L.Schiera).

Following page (on the left): arrampicata libera per De Zaiacomo sui primi tiri di 
“Coconut connection” (© ph L.Schiera).

Following page (on the right) : Luca Schiera opening the “Mascalzone Latino” (© ph 

M. Della Bordella).



the ice in the fjord was breaking everywhere. 
Me and Teo began climbing on a line that left us some 
doubt in the upper part while Sean, Nico and Luchino 
a little more to the left following a line of  dihedrals and 
cracks that appeared to have more continuity up to the 
end of  the wall. 
On the first part we found bad rock but Teo despite the 
danger climbed the hardest section on unstable flakes. We 
continued on an overhanging section with better quality 
rock, then the wind brought with it a snow storm and we 
were put infront of  a difficult choice and we choose the 
most rapid way to reach the summit. We continued avoi-
ding the difficulties and concluding the route on a minor 
peak. From above the vastity of  the landscape become 
clear and even the wall we had just climbed – even if  it 
was just a warm up  come close to a 1000meters and eve-
ry climber knows the effort it takes to climb up such walls. 
At base camp we celebrated two new routes preparing a 

pizza with olives and salame and we enjoyed the much 
deserved sleep before finally moving our camp in the Ste-
wart Valley were we were welcomed by our great dream: 
the Great Sail Peak : 1000 meters of  perfectly vertical 
Granite. 

Coconut connection

We split in two teams to optimize our efforts. Me, Sean 
and Nico pulled the pulks on the frozen lakes in the Ste-
wart valley while Luchino and Teo, like good porters 
went back and forth from the moraine that divides the 
Walker Arm to the Lake.
From our position we could only see the profile the Great 
Sail Peak, it felt like we could not get any closer and this 
effort gave the idea of  the real dimensions. Our eyes 
were shining like those of  children in front of  a new toy 
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underneath the Christmas tree. We came back running 
and again with our heavy pulks, five pairs of  eyes staring 
at the wall taking turns with the binoculars studying 
possible lines of  ascent. It was finally time to get serious!

Luchino and Nico began to look at the base of  the wall 
that separated the wall, while me, Sean and Teo began to 
carry all the food to the base of  the wall. We calculated to 
spend 10 days on the big ledge which should be enough 
to climb the wall.
In a freezing morning me and Teo began to place the fi-
xed ropes on the bottom part of  the wall, while we would 
unite again the whole team to haul the bags on the ledge. 
We decided to use the advantage of  constant light and we 
tried to divide the tasks of  the ascent in a night team and 
a day team convinced that we would manage to rest while 
our partners continued the ascent. 

Teo and Sean began with the first pitches and climbed 
the first two rope lengths exploiting to the limit the length 
of  the rope. But already the second pitch gave me some 
problems and I could not climb it free. In the meantime 
me and Luchino should have slept to be ready to take 
over from Sean and Teo, but excited in seeing our part-
ners climb we were unable to close our eyes.

In any case we ascended the fixed ropes during the day 
and continued onwards to the summit. Due to a little fa-
tigue and the difficulties above us we managed to climb 
only one pitch. But we did it with great passion, trying 
many times the moves and most of  all giving each other 
advice so loudly as to keep our partners awake in the por-
taledge. We descended satisfied and happy of  our effort 
but we were welcomed by the complaints of  Teo, Nico 
and Sean that were unable to rest properly, here we deci-
ded to abandon the idea to climb non stop!
Once we recovered our strength we continued to climb 
alternating the opening of  the pitches while the rest were 
free climbing what was to hard to onsight climb. After 
ten pitches we decided to move camp and again all our 

On the left: Sean freeclimbs the vertical grand dihedrals  (© ph. M.De Zaiacomo).

Below: Luca Schiera abandons the high camp. A nice wake up call just out of the bed!  
(© ph. Sean Villanueva).
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strength was concentrated to vertically drag the heavy 
bivy gear. Moving the gear was always the hardest and 
less fun part of  our expedition and this time we had to 
deal with the snowfall, annoying but magical once insi-
de the portaledge playing, singing and drinking a cup of  
warm tea. 
Once the storm passed we opted to attempt the summit 
in one shot. Nico and I began but I realized soon  the 
incredibly fast pace of  my partner. We climbed very fast 
and the maneuvers at the belay become to fast to mana-
ge with some order. I could not keep up with this pace 
and while he climbed I had to untangle all the ropes. We 
keep on overcoming ever increasing difficulties at an in-
creasing speed while Sean, Luchino and Teo follow us 
climbing and filming. At the third last pitch a foot hold 
crumbled under my left foot and only a hand jammed 
in a cracks kept my body from falling. What happened 
was a traumatic contortion of  my shoulder and a strong 
pain everytime I lifted my arm. I was unable to conti-
nue climbing and I gave the lead to Luchino. Nico star-
ted again and disappeared in a large vertical dihedral, 
we heared him complain and he shouted that his fore-
arms were exhausted, but the rope keeps on sliding and 
slowly he won more meters in the big dihedral. Only a 
few meters before the ropes end and finally we hear a 
liberating shout of  joy that communicates to the whole 
valley – us five -  the free ascent and onsight of  this last 
extreme pitch. Sean repeats the performance and I take 
some pictures of  him. I enjoy the show of  someone that 
can really climb, he is precise and powerful, it appears he 
never gets tired and his flexibility in his hips allows him 
to make really cool splits, he can use rests that for anyone 
would be difficult moves and once in a while asks me how 
to make the next move (if  he would follow because of  
wrong advice I would be hard for me to forgive myself, 
luckily Sean is not someone that easily falls)
An hour later we are all standing on the summit shouting 
in wind and enjoying this moment that forever will stay in 
our hearts. We take some pictures to save those instants 
and led by Luchino the master of  rock discharge enjoying 
the view of  big rocks falling all the way to the base of  the 
route, together with our yelling these are the only noises 
in the Stewart Valley
Before rappelling I had to deal with a shoulder that was 
not working properly anymore and the cold joint began 

to hurt badly. I had a hard time rappelling to get back to 
the portaledge and I had some difficulties also to sleep. 
Anyway we spend a whole day and night hanging closed 
in our tent only because we enjoyed it! We were satisfied 
and happy only because we enjoyed it! We were very sati-
sfied and happy we were not in a hurry to get back to the 
ledge and we were not running out of  food. By now we 
knew each other well and at that point we were a family 
in which everyone could trust each other blindly. They 
all  began working to make the descent easier and less 
problematic to descent in one shot all the way to the ledge 
300 meters below!

We decided to call the route “Coconut Connection” in 
honor of  the many coconut based products that we had 
in our expedition. It was strange to think to be in the Arc-
tic and tasting such exotics food, but it was the luxury we 
had decided to allow ourselves. 
The route covers difficulties around 7c and besides the 
belays only one piton is left on the route, this will allow 
anyone in the future to live exactly the same adventure we 
had. Its a form of  respect for the rock and other climbers, 
putting a line of  bolts would have upset the rules of  natu-
re, and who are we to do that?
Once we reached the ledge we rested enough time for 
another attempt on the wall. I was however unable to 
climb because of  my shoulder injury and I was stuck in 
the portaledge. The rest however was divided in two te-
ams and started up the climb on the most evident dihe-
drals of  the wall. Luca and Teo more on the left changed 
command of  the team, overcoming ever increasing diffi-
culties, while Sean and Nico started to climb the Great 
Sail Peak.
Again reunited, we returned to base camp transporting 
all the gear abandoned by the previous expeditions, con-
tributing in cleaning an environment that should remain 
uncontaminated.
Hence it was time for a party! We sung and played until 
we had air in our lungs, Luchino prepared a cake with 
polenta, cacao and almond butter without leaving aside 
a generous dose of  maple syrup! We eat and relax, Jody 
had given us a bottle with some of  his mysterious liquor 
and after we had opened and taken a few sips we were all 
inebriated and singing appeared all the more easy. 

On the right: Sam Ford Fjord. The conclusive part of the approach  (© ph. M.De 

Zaiacomo).
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Last routes and a long journey back to civilization 

Once we recharged our batteries we only had some days 
at our disposal and we decided to try a last climb on the 
opposite side of  the Great Sail Peak. I was still injured  
but I decide to do two trips from base camp to the fjord 
to gain some time and spare my friends having to do mul-
tiple trips. It hurts to think at my partners climbing while 
I had to walk on ice increasingly less compact. However 
I could not risk injuring myself  even more while we still 
have to get back to Clyde River
Sean and Teo climbed and amazing wall, but a few 
lengths before the summit they found themselves in front 
of  a very steep and compact slab that appeared almost 
unprotectable. They left a note to the future climbers 
communicating the impossibility to ascend without a 
drill. But after rappelling a few meters they found a new 
exit line a couple of  meters to the left conquering a new 
summit. Luchino and Nico climbed a new line solidifying 
a very impressive team.
In the meantime, I looked out on the fjord and I discove-
red a compromising detail to our return trip, the sea ice 
is not thick enough to walk but also not liquid enough to 
navigate; I took some pictures and I already saw emyself  
on the beach having missed our flights.
We reunited the team and celebrated our new routes, I 

showed the pictures to the group and this detail left them 
quite disconcerted. Also Sean and Nico needed the fjord 
to be free of  ice in order for the boat to come and pick 
them up.
Despite my doubts two days later we are all walking to-
wards the fjord, we descended the moraine loaded like 
mules and while we descended towards the sea nature 
gave us a demonstration of  its power. I'm really impres-
sed and almost incredulous, the millions of  tons of  ice 
that covered the fjord had been pushed towards the sea 
like a gigantic lung that breaths and frees itself  from the 
weight of  the winter. It was the breath of  the arctic sum-
mer that was awakening the mosquitos with its lukewarm 
temperatures. Obviously the rest made some fun of  me 
about my earlier pictures but the truth is  that we were all 
relieved because it was all going according to plan. 

We organized the return journey loading our rafts with 
all the necessary equipment, food, camping gear, rifle 
clothing without realizing the weights we had put on 
our rafts. We said goodbye to Sean and Nico and all of  
a sudden we understood that everything was coming 
to an end. It was not nice to say goodbye e while they 
follow us with their cameras we get closer to the sea. Sean 
and Nico climbed another route while waiting the sail 
boat that came to pick them up. We in the meantime 
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continued to navigate towards Clyde River, where we 
could finally eat a pizza! Only Teo had some nautical 
experience of  this kind during his journey in Greenland 
in 2014. Me and Luchino on the other hand only start 
to get the right rhythm after an hour of  slapping the 
water with our paddles. It was striking traveling by sea 
together with the seals that curiously but always at a 
safety distance came looking for us through the waves 
stopping a few seconds to observe us. The first day 
we managed to cover the whole Walker Ann until we 
managed to reach Swiss Bay.
We were obliged to stick to the land because we could 
not go on the coast for fear of  polar bears, therefore the 
return journey was done for half  navigating the fjords 
and the other walking the strips of  land connecting these 
fjords. The biggest problem came in the morning when 
we had to put on our shoulders all the gear we had on our 
rafts. Only putting the haul bag on my shoulders required 
30 minutes of  rest, carrying it was a challenge at every 
step. To complicate things after only an hour walking we 
had to cross a very strong current, the current coupled 
with the rocky bottom made the wading extremely preca-
rious, at every step the water that were at my ankles rose 
to my knees than at the hips and after another step above 
my belly. It was like being pushed by three people at the 
same time and the hope was that the next step would 
take me to the other side. This happened to be the most 
dangerous moment of  the whole expedition. 
The following six days passed by more easily, the weight 
on our shoulders became lighter and lighter after every 
meal and seeing different and beautiful scenarios was our 
motivation to keep going, obviously also the hot pizza  
that would have welcomed us in town. 
The biggest problem at this point were mosquitos! We all 
had a cloud of  them around our head, they were extre-
mely annoying, it happened that we were breathing them 
and killing them was useless. We could only live with this 
pest. Teo opted for a radical solution, he decided not to 
take off  his dry suit at dinner only his nose and mouth re-
mained uncovered, it was not sufficient anyway because 
they managed to bite him anyway. Luchino had a hard 
time his whole face was swollen by the bugs, I counted 
more than 30 bites only on the wrist of  my right hand, 
the only uncovered part of  my body. Once we arrived in 
town also the mosquitos disappered. 
The days we spend in Clyde River were quite boring luc-
kly we had a very slow internet connection to communi-
cate with friends and family, we spent the days waiting for 

internet pages to load or videos to download and it took 
a very short time for everyone to recover the ability to use 
the tecnology we had been deprived from for so long. 
Everyone tried to find some souvenir to take to Italy Po-
lar bear teeth or Narwal seemed perfect! We tried to ne-
gotiate the price of  a polar bear pelt, but it was only to 
pass some time as we never reached a deal! I exchanged 
a rope for the skull of  a bear which at that time seemed 
like an incredibile thing to take back from such a journey. 
Now I'm not sure what to do with it, but everytime I look 
at it a lot of  memories come back to my mind. At the 
end what remains is the memory of  those very intense 
days moments of  joy spent with my friends, the songs and 
the laughter. I still remember that particular sequence of  
holds that constitutes a very personal moment and of  ab-
solute freedom. Moreover if  this sequence of  holds it put 
in a context like the Great Sail Peak with an approach 
done with skies on the frozen sea and an even more ad-
ventorus return, I had a perfect expedition.  ■
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LYNGEN

THE GREAT NORTH
A cold expedition

Almost 25 years later, the report of one of the first 

ski mountaneering expeditions within the Norwegian fjords

By TANO ANDREIS and MAURIZIO ZAMBELLI

(Pictures by Carlo Aldè)
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■ Prima parte

Marc Breuil, French, professor at the Sorbonne, with a 
resumè of  several crossings such as  the Stanning Alps in 
Greenland, Baffin Island and the Karakorum. He is also 
the first to complete the integral traverse of  the Lyngen 
Alps, in Norway at 70° latitude north. The idea appeals 
to us and immediately we are fascinated in the same way 
we were attracted by mount Mc-Kinley and Elbrus. If  it 
is true that in order to be a true ski Mountaineer with the 
capital S and M you must have a hard crossing on your 
resumè. This is the right opportunity! Antonio joins the 
usual team formed by Carlo and Giovanni, fascinated by 
the idea of  the Great North. 
We write to Marc in Paris asking him for better infor-
mation on the crossing. We booked our flights to Oslo 
and Tromso, and we set the dates of  our departure for 
the 15th of  April. The period should have been the right 
one, 18hours of  light, the temperatures slightly less rigid 
and the snow should reach the sea shore. Meticulously we 
prepare our gear, two identical tents, ski bindings, poles, 
stoves boots, Arva all identical in order to have a set of  
spares  for all our skis. The objective was to have the mini-
mal amount of  extra weight, because we had backpacks 
weighting up to 28kgs. In fact we needed to be sel suffi-
cient  for at least 7 or 9 days. Food, fuel for the stoves and 
changes of  clothes as well as all the climbing gear (ropes, 
ice axe, crampons and sleeping bag). 
The lyngen alps are situated in the north of  Norway and 
extended between  69° 15' and 70°  latitude. With the 
shape of  a gigantic rectangle of  90km of  length and 15 in 
width. The altitude of  these Alps never exceeds  1800m, 
however due to the fact that the mountains rise from the 
sea the height gain is substantial. The summits of  these 
mountains look steep and rugged, and due to the latitude 
the glaciers often steep and crevassed descend to 500 me-
ters above sea level. We reached Tromso with a comfor-
table S.A.S. Flight. We slept in Tromso with all our gear 
and the following morning we take a bus which took us to 
Nordkiosbotn, starting point of  our crossing. We crossed 
several fjords on the shores scaffolding with hundreds of  
dried cod. We got out of  the bus and we put on our skis 
on the beach front. It had never been so easy to calibrate 
the altimeter!
Immediatly we began to feel the weight of  our backpacks 
“Hey Giovanni, didn't you by any chance hide some cod 
in our backpacks?”. 
Following the information we got from Marc, we entered 

a forest of  birch with direction north-east. We reached 
a  large pass and crossed the first of  many frozen lakes 
that we found on our route the Storvanet. The vegeta-
tion is constituted of  small birch which began to thin out. 
We decided to set up camp before it got to late. We ca-
refully chose a spot behind a bump so that we would be 
sheltered by the wind that blew from the north. We set 
up our kitchen in order to have our stoves sheltered from 
the wind and we prepared dinner. Immediately we had 
problems with our stoves due to the type of  fuel found in 
Norway which iwas not the best. We quickly understoodd 
that we should have a little more patience...we had dinner 
and studied on the maps the route for the following day.
Antonio was certain of  the way we should take, himself, 
maps and compass are one and he is the person we nee-
ded for this crossing. At this point the tasks and the “spe-
cializations” were defined. Antonio is the navigator, Carlo 
as a “Spider” and member of  the mountain rescue  is the 
Alpinist (with a capital “A”) Giovanni is the ski mountai-
neer and his up hill skiing is always at the limit of  the trac-
tion of  our skins, and lastly me, ski mountaineer “dad” 
and mechanic of  the group. (I had to work a lot in order 
to get the stoves functioning and some of  the poles of  our 
tents.) we slept all night and we  realize that the cold is 
intense despite the low altitude. 
The following morning it snowed abunduntly and the 
visibility was reduced to just a few meters, therefore we 
wait in our tents for the weather to change. The following 
morning it seems like the weather will clear and we di-
smantle our camps and begin the ascent towards the col 
at 455 meter. From here we descend towards the Gurgela 
lake. The weather is not as good as we would like but 
despite this we proceed towards Rieppevatner. We follow 
the course towards Nord-east  and after a while we are 
forced to set up camp due to the weather. We build with 
snow bricks a wall to protect  the tents from the storm 
and we spend this way the third night of  our crossing. 
The following morning a long traverse awaits us, exposed 
to some rock clifs. After we reached the jekkivatnet. The 
downhill ski run despite the heavy backpack is pleasant 
thanks to the powdery snow, almost untouchable. We 
almost forgot the humidity we had accumulated during 

Front Page: illuminated by the weak midnight sun in the Lyngen Alps with the fjords 
in the background  (© arch. Alpine Studio).
On the right:  the amazing snowy mountains of Lyngen destination of the skialpers 
that enjoy wild and solitary place  (© arch. C.Aldé). 
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the stormy night. Shortly after the descent we had to put 
the skins back on our skis, in order to reach the summit 
at 1514m. The weather seems to want to spare us and 
we decide to continue despite the fact that it is already 
16:00pm. We ascend from altitude 480 a nice slope to 
750m. Above is a flat summit that represents the referen-
ce point we took in order to change directions. However 
in less than 15 minutes the weather had changed dram-
matically and we are enveloped by fog first and by a heavy 
storm a few minutes laters. Without points of  reference 
we could descend in depression that we we had seen du-
ring the ascent and place our camp there. The storm had 
already cancelled our tracks and it took quite some effort 
to descend those 200meters and finally place our tents in 
an almost horizontal position.  The night brought more 
wind and snow, until as soon as it cleared we decided to 
move our camp in a more secure position. We had to 
dig up our tents semicovered by the snow and we moved 
with all our gear on a flat spot a little below our position. 
This operation kept us occupied almost the whole day. 
The following morning it had stopped snowing and we 
resumed our crossing. We reached the flat summit that 
we had seen two days before and continued along the 
easy ridge to height 1191. From here we had to make 
a long and “scary” traverse”. The side of  the mountain 

is very steep and the recent snowfall made this passage 
quite delicate. We continued far from each other and we 
noticed we pleasure that the consistency of  Norwegian 
is much superior to that of  the Alps. Henceforth we ma-
nage to traverse unharmed this mega-traverse. Once we 
reached the saddle at 1150m we have to take off  our skis 
to descend some few hundred meters on rocks and snow. 
We put our skis back on and continue the descent to the 
valley floor at height 850m.

We reclutantly put our skins back on and we start walking 
towards Ellendalterit (1328m). The ascent, despite the 
weight of  the back pack is done with renewed optimism 
because we see that the weather is clearing. We reach af-
ter a short steep section of  snow and rocks the summit at 
1504m and immediately we began the descent through 
this amazing glacier. We pass above some steep cliffs and 
through some crevasses we found ourselves on a steep 150 
meter slope with a 40° gradient. We are a little hesista-
ting before the first turn, but we remind ourselves of  the 
softness of  the norwegian snow. We quickly reach the flat  
Steindalbreen glacier we cross it towards the north until 
we reach the col at height 997m. From here we descent 
an amazing valley with a nice constant gradient to alti-
tude 350meters. Its late and we have been on the go for 
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more than 12 hours. Two hours later we find ourselves 
in proximity of  the Slokedalen valley where between two 
big boulders we place our tents. Above us the beautiful 
glacier that leads to Jiekkevarri that highest summit of  
the whole crossing (1870m)
We slept a little and the following morning we left as 
soon as we could,  around 3:00am. We began to ascent 
towards the east keeping as far as possible to the right 
in order to avoid being exposed to the seracs above the 
route. We finally arrived among some gigantic crevasses, 
we managed to find a way through by taking off  our skis  
and climbing a slope on the left side. This detour costed 
us quite some effort and we had to take a short break to 
recover some energy. We start again on the frozen flat top 
from where we reach the summit of  Jiekkevarri. Behind 

our backs and thanks to the amazing weather we can see 
most of  the journey and in front of  us we can see the 
peninsula on the semi frozen sea. 

We began the descent and we began looking although 
with some difficulty for a passage through a couple of  
steep cliffs. Once we reached the col at 1400m we began 
to ascend the wide and steep slopes that led to the sum-
mit of  Kveita (1720m) We are accustomed and we feel 
at ease with the pace of  the crossing. Putting and taking 
off  our skins 5-6 times a day our skins  does not bother 
us anymore! Only Giovanni had some arguments with 
his skins which even if  new tend to come unglued (swiss 
quality is myth is broken!).
We reached after a steep traverse the snow dome at 
1700m onto which we put our camp. The evening is 
amazing we cannot see a single cloud in the sky and if  it 
wasn't for the intense cold a would have remained outside 
a little longer to enjoy the panorama! We build the usual 

Below and following page: moments of an ascent of the mountains of Lyngen (© arch. 

C.Aldé). 
Pag. 55: the ten of one of the many camps of the 1993 expedition   (© arch. C.Aldé). 
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walls made of  bricks of  snow, meant to protect 
the tents from the wind. The architect besides 
managing the construction must this time also 
operate the shovel and the axe. We sleep trusting 
the good weather, but the following morning we 
are enveloped by a thick fog. We dismount camp 
and a few meters above us we can see the sun. 
We prepare our backpacks and wait for the sky 
to clear. We have to wait for five hours the right 
moment to move and find the only descent gully. 
It is almost mid aftenoon and we have still a long 
journey ahead. We descend for more or less 300 
meters to reach fugledalsbreen. Here we pass by a 
very strange funnel of  ice dug by the wind and we 
ascend fugledaisskardet. From here in about two 
hours we descend on he Rypedalbeen glacier, in 
its final part we get to the steppest section of  the 
whole crossing. The gradient of  the slope keeps 
on increasing and we cannot see the end of  the 
slope due to the steepness. We trusted the fact that 
it was the right one and started to descent. It is the 
first time we ski a 45° slope with a heavy backpack 
on. Every turn causes us our trajectory to go down 
quite some meters however, despite the weight we 
manage well! From the bottom, on the frozen lake 
we can see the steep gully we just descended and 
we start walking on the long flat Kvalvikdalen its 
almost 20:00 but we want to avoid setting up camp 
again e therefore we decide to continue to the lit-
tle town of  Lyngseidet. We are extremely tired but we still 
have a long way to go. Luckly we find a litte stream, we 
drink some water fill our water bottles and continue with 
our approach to the town. It got dark and like robots we 
continue a long traverse with the only desire to eat some 
food and rest. Finally on our right on the shore of  the 
fjord we can see the few lights of  Lyngseidet. Its done!! 
we reached our destination at 23:00 in a few moments we 
drink a bottle of  coke and some dried biscuits. A comfor-
table camping with some nice warmed bungalows awaits 
us. After 8 days of  complete solitude and intense cold 
we finally fall asleep below a thick down duvet dreaming 
about frozen lands and deep silence.

Seconda parte

I turn around to look at the splendid fjord, the day is 
amazing and a thin layer of  powdery snow allowed us 

a quick progression. For what a fast ascent with a 20kg 
backpack on our shoulders could mean. Yesterday Carlo 
had been categorical, if  we want to go to the lofoten in-
stead of  the planned 5 days we needed to complete the 
crossing in three and to do this we needed to be as light as 
possible. All right, we needed to ration food, bring only 2 
pair of  crampons and one ice axe in 3 (Mao has returned 
to Italy) but the cover for my cards no! I need that one to 
keep the cards dry or when you play in the tend the card 
stick between them.
In front of  us, a very long and challenging day awaited us 
mostly  in the physical sense, after the ascent of  Riehppi 
(900m) we continue for another 10 km in a beautiful clo-
sed valley at the end of  the Lenangsbreen (glacier). The 
crux of  the day was on the glacier because we had to 
find a passage to descend on the Strupbreen. To find the 
passage (to the east) we had to slow a little our pace, the 
loneliness of  these places  makes it impossibile to follow 
any tracks or traces and we wonder how Marc Breuil ma-
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naged to find them. We ascend a small gully in the ridge 
with our skis on hand and  we enjoyed an amazing view. 
Infact the Strupbreen is a glacier more or less 7 km wide 
that runs towards the open sea, we also had an amazing 
20 cm of  powder snow covering the hard surface. 
An amazing descent in an incredible environment tainted 
by the evening colors, skiing on amazing snow made us 
forget how tired we were by the long day. As a cherry on 
the pie the place where we placed our tent was a balcony 
on the sea. In this setting the only negative point was that 

the humid cards made me loose a game at “Scopa” be-
cause I missed an obvious and decisive set of  cards.

The following morning the weather had changed with 
menacing clouds covered the sky, but luckly it wasn't 
snowing yet and we still had some visibility,hence, we 
continued firstly passing five snow covered lakes in less 
than 6 kms and after we had to ascend a very steep slo-
pe to reach the glacier, its is almost 700meter of  eleva-
tion gain and the maps shows a very steep gradient. We 
climbed the gully with the skies tied to our harnesses but 
within me  I didn't feel so sure also because in those days 
of  austerity I had only one Ice axe while my partners had 
crampons. After a while we found fresh snow and I could 
take a breath of  relief. However the weather continued 
to deteriorate. During the day the weather continued to 

change but visibility was not precluded until a small creek 
led us to the fjord. Beneath a nice snowfall we found the 
porch of  an uninhabited hut were we allowed ourselves to 
camp just to avoid sleeping in the humid night. 
 
The last day, the snow keeps on falling copiously and 
the visibility is extemely scarce, hence we eliminate our 
chance to ascend the glacier at its center in the most 
northerly part of  the Lyngen peninsula. We try to keep 
the sea as a point of  reference for ten kilometers until 

we reach at Russely our end 
destination. Le clouds are 
black and full of  snow and 
can be distinguished by the 
stormy sea only by a slightly 
lighter color. The game of  
the great north is concluded 
because it is a game in the 
best way possibile. We do not 
even have the time to make 
some reflections those we will 
do at home, we have to run 
to Lyngen to take the Hurti-
gruten to go the the Lofoten 
to end our holiday, but this is 
another story. ■

text and pictures by Saverio D’Eredità
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■ I tell myself  that I really should put some order in my 
library. Now that the new guidebook has arrived I need 
to realign all the volumes, put them in order by color or 
format or number and priority. I look at the at the brand 
new back cover close to the  grey covers of  the older gui-
debooks CAI-TCI. By now worn by years of  handling, 
darkened by the time and with their titles discolored. 
I'm worried that by opening the guidebook I would see 
something wrong, I would spot some mistake or wrong 
grade. I have a feeling of  incompetence, as if  by putting 
it close to the others it may look like an intruder.
Could I have put everything or should I have chosen, 
weighted every choice and set ourselves a limit? Did we 
do enough? Or that route, that variation that we chose 
not to consider, that small pinnacle that is now there alo-
ne, did it not deserve a note at the bottom of  the page? 
An historical mention? Is this the result of  years of  work?
When we accepted the job of  describing for the new 
collection “ great Alpinism on the mountains of  Italy” 
the most nord east section of  the Alps: the Carnic and 
Giulian Alps, it was like beginning a strange and special 
journey. Both for me as for my partners in this special 
adventure. Emiliano Zorzi and Carlo Piovan, we had to 
look with open eyes and mind to mountains that were our 
daily background and  the setting of  many adventures. 
Attempting to describe objectively and with passion but 
without looking ascetically and one sided.
Writing a guide is not only a very precise work of  rese-
arch of  information, but many years walking and driving 
around the mountains. Many days and nights at the com-
puters trying to trace on a picture the clearest crack, that 
subtle line onto which draw our red pencil. Was the piton 
before or after that corner?
A journey through space and time.
In space, through different groups, with their own featu-
res and characteristics that make them unique. The sun-
ny walls of  the Carnic Alps, that rise above soft profiles 
of  green and lush mountains contrast with the steep and 
darker valleys that announce the severe and grandiose 
scenarios of  the Giulia Alps, the last great massive that 
closes the oriental side of  the Alps. 

In time, because climbing these routes, going back to old 

alpinist to dig in their past or looking at the zealous acti-
vity of  the new generation helps to put together that hi-
storical vision that often is forgotten but allows us to bring 
together the many ties among generations. 
Writing a guidebook is a simple act of  love. Towards pla-
ces, towards those walls with expressions that can be strict 
or shiny, that attract or repel. Towards that great story 
between man and mountains that is called Alpinism. 

Front Page: a sunrise on the Torre delle Madri dei Camosci in the Giulian Alps (© arch. 

Saverio D’Eredità).
On the right: on the ledge of the gods, Giulian Alps  © Marco Battistutta) and the 
guidebook written by the author with the mountain guide (CAI - Alpine Studio).
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The shimmering wall

I wonder what Ettore Castiglioni thought that morning 
of  august 1937 when going up the last grassy hill that 
hides the view he saw the great south face of  the Creta 
delle Chianevate. The job to compile the guide “Carnic 
Alps” is becoming un unexpected opportunity not only 
to discover new mountains, but also to explore walls still 
relatively unexplored. In the light silence, interrupted 
only by the bells of  invisible flocks. The wall was painted 

in all its complexity. Manifold rocks with shining colors, 
yellow, gray, pink were liven up the structure in a suc-
cession of  pillars, tapered  to gigantic pipe works. At the 
time no route climbed over that large wall, the wall rose 
for hundreds of  meters cut through deep lines and holes 
in a plastic and fantastics painting. Despite the appeal 
of  that compact and rough rock he immediately under-
stood that the difficulties would have been very high. 
He aimed for the gully that descends vertically from the 
summit delimiting the pillar on the right. A very direct 
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and logical line. Without loosing time he tied his partner 
and they began to climb the smooth rocks of  the gully.
“this rocks seems like being made for climbing!” I tell 
myself  and Carlo while below our fingers flows pitch 
after pitch the rock of  the Plote. 

It is the morning of  June of  2014 and nothing seems 
changed since that day of  1937. I observe Carlo ride 
these waves of  stone with knowledge and tranquility 
measuring moves, breathing rhythms that the wall im-
poses. A traverse on compact rock sloping on the ab-
yss requires all our efforts. Carlo looks at the passage 
and guesses the right sequence of  moves that allows us 
to pass a wall with small hidden pockets. The vertical 
walls of  limestone with the ever changing tone continue 
only broken by a few ledges. We continue the ascent 
in a thin layer of  fog, that increases the mystery and 
also the difficulties of  a type of  climbing that requires 
a certain amount of  intuition, besides a good amount 
of  technique to move on a wall with few references. We 
find ourselves on the left of  the gully that Castiglioni 

climbed and where the Plote Pillar rises.
Castiglioni would not have had enough time to see his 
guide published. In the same way that these wall did not 
see any more climbers for a long time. Only in 1982 a 
very young Roberto Mazzilis went back to what Casti-
glioni called “the most imposing and grandiose wall of  
the Carnics” to open a new route that became a classic 
of  these mountains. Mountains that were able to wait 
that new generation of  alpinist  able to rediscover on 
the compact limestone of  these wall new spaces for ex-
ploration and adventure. Walls that were unsuited for 
aid climbing so much in fashion in the '50 and '60 and 
without the corners and cracks that allowed alpinistic 
evolution everywhere else. Curious how these rocks for-
gotten for a long time and shadowed by the nearby do-
lomite. In reality hid the alpinism of  the future made of  
hard lines on compact walls and with  few weeks spots 

Below: Saverio D Eredita on the route“Bizzarro-Simonetti” on the sfinge (© A.Fusari).
On the right: below the Pillar of the Plote   (© S.D’Eredità). 
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that allow an elegant and just as exigent style of  clim-
bing. It is here in fact that some of  the most noteworthy 
ascents of  the Carnics where alpinist such as Sterni, Flo-
rit, De Rovere, Di Gallo Simonetti and Mazzilis made 
ascents of  the highest difficulties opening routes that 
have very few repetitions. We pull our ropes swallowed 
by the thick fog, descending the wall. Far away the bells 
of  the flocks in the background. Nothing has changed 
from that faraway day, not even the silence. 

The Mystery of the Sphinx

In the land between he Carnics and Giulian Alps, the-
re is a mountain with a sad face. They call it Sphinx 
perhaps because of  its severe appearance or for its ex-
pression lost in an indefinite horizon. Every mountain 
has a story and a secret. The secret of  the Sphinx is 
hidden since the day mountains were created, separa-

ting valleys and giving names to mountain 
groups. Not enlightened by the carnic rock 
and without he solemn grandiosity of  the 
Giulian Alps, the Sphinx of  the Grauzaria 
rises like the ruins of  a castle in the middle 
of  steep and silent valleys
The north face of  the Sphinx, higher than 
600m falls sharply on green meadows, un-
derlining the contrast between the peaceful 
valley and a world of  stones. It looks like the 
prow of  a beached galleon. Its face of  stone 
questions and worries the souls of  those that 
look at the it trying to discover its secrets.

I like routes that search for something in 
the mountain, that perhaps  do  not solve 
anything  resounding but are able to catch 
the sense of   adventure, without   it  this 
useless game would only be a mechanical 
exercise. That maybe have a story to tell. 
Now I can not remember the moment I 
got the desire to climb the north east face 
of  the Sphinx. However I remember when 
I  asked an old  alpinist to hand me some 
advice and by his smile I understood that 
the Sphinx had a mystery that   it did not 
want to reveal.
A reference point for prewar climbing in the 
Friuli region, the Grauzaria appears today 

like a city of  abandoned stone. A few alpinist, and only 
the locals still hang around its rocks with dolomitc sha-
pes. For years it was said that those walls were only a pile 
of  unstable stones. However on its sides there were some  
stepping stones of  Friulan Alpinism, on expectionally 
solid rock and on walls that have nothing to envy to the 
dolomite. Again someone forgot  the Sphinx. From the fi
rst                                                                                                                                                   
From the first pitches abandoning the safety of  the me-
adow and the refuge that seems like a doll house, we 
have a feel of  detachment and dismay. The first part of  
the route flows in a cocoon like environment interrup-
ted only by a few words and absorbed by the timeless 
mountain. I memorize a piton that appears ages old, a 
little three out of  place, a long chimney opened like a 

Above: climing on the north face of the sphynx of the Grauzaria © S.D’Eredità). 
On the right: climbing the amazing limestone of the Chianevate   (© S.D’Eredità). 
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vein inside the mountain. Everything seems to go back 
to a lost civilization. Half  way up the wall it crosses a 
ramp of  the “classic” Gilberti that allowed for a rapid 
exit but none of  us suggests this way out. That early 
summer day appears eternal and full of  possibilities. 
Or maybe because we both want to see the eyes of  the 
Sphinx at close distance.
On the left of  the marked profile of  the “nose” opens 
a hanging dihedral of  bright and compact rock. If  be-
fore it was the slender trail to give us a sense of  distan-
ce, here its the overhanging wall to give us a sense of  
distance. As if  slowly and progressively we got further 
and further away that we can not understand. Security? 
Protection? Certainties? Is this the question we ask the 
Sphinx? It is not always a grade that tells the values of  
the climb. Today more than ever we get a different fee-
ling. In reality its only a way towards a different level of  
perception and distance. The hanging dihedral takes us 
into the eye of  the Sphinx were one has 
almost the feeling of  entering another 
mountain. We traverse on the folds that 
marks the “the eye” a great roof  extends 
with that characteristic overhanging fold 
up to the base of  the black streak. It ap-
pears like a stain of  mascara on the eye 
of  the Sphinx. 
Andrea climbs silently. The slab, com-
pact, appears like a smooth wall of  tar-
mac. The holds are clear cut but rare. 
Even though not extremely difficult each 
movement has to be calculated with gre-
at precision and without the comfort of  
a piece of  protection. Even words seem 
to be too much. A last dangerous piece 
of  rock to bypass is the door to open 
with caution before exposing on the hid-
den side. In this way we entered in a hid-
den world, invisible from the valley and 
with a larger level of  detachment. How 
many times today? From the bed to the 
car, from the car to the trail from this to 
the first rocks and so onward in a succes-
sion of  layers and inclinations while the 
day slowly runs out draining like sand 
in a hourglass. The summit appears at 
last beyond some plants. It is solitary and 
bald. 
Around us other profiles that I do not 

know if  they are of  mountain, fluctuate in the mist of  
the evening. Andrea reaches me gathering patiently the 
ropes that I had untidily left on our way to the summit. 
A question that will remain unanswered, below that si-
lent eye and at the end of  our day. Darkness was surely 
going to catch us on our descent. When we returned to 
the refuge the Sphinx seemed swallowed by the night.

Mangart in the garden of the Moon

“watch me Sav, I'm going to fall” said Andrea before 
stretch with one hand and disappear beyond the edge 
of  the roof. For some instant me and Stief  felt like ca-
staway by some pirate ships, if  it wasn't for some ropes 
that still tied us, wavering and silent in the thin air of  
the evening. Really a strange time, I thought to find one-
self  hanging attached to some pitons inside a thin crack.  
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We were feeling an intoxicating sensation like when for 
the first time you do not come back in the evening wi-
thout a particular reason, but only to know which smell 
and sound the night has. The wall was falling steeply 
in the dark, slowly crumbling, only the last rocks were 
enlightened by the sun, there was an incredible silence. 
Not even the carabiners made any noise tired as they 
were. A bivy seemed a logical consequence of  that day 
and the whole summer. We breath a strange air in “the 
garden of  the moon” this seems to be the archaic name 
of  Mangart. It might be because of  the forest that skim 
the vertical walls, closed by an Amphitheater around the 
basin of  the Fusinè Lakes, it might be because of  the 
gray limestone, smooth and compact on which sides wa-
ter has dug deep cracks. You feel a different vibration, 

something that goes beyond the aesthetics of  the wall 
its elegance of  shapes and colors. Getting out from the 
dark forest when you approach the wall it seems to loose 
its grandiosity, squashing and deforming. On the other 
hand when you are inside it sucks you completely taking 
away any energy. I do not know if  climbing here is as be-
autiful and satisfying like other alpine areas I only know 
that once you touch this stone things wont be as before. 

Around this moon here everything seems to twist and 
flow. 28 days ago – cycle of  the moon ago- we were at 
the base of  this wall eaten by the frustration for having 
been unable to climb thirty meters, rejected by a wet 
overhang and a puzzle of  fleeing slabs. Nonetheless we 
came back.





We came back, climbing every pitch without making 
any noise, retracing each pitch without making any noi-
se, as if  on a pilgrimage attracted by that magnet that 
has bewitched many generations of  alpinist. 
It looks like seeing the large and strong hands of  Piussi 
touching this difficult rock, the fierce determination of  
Ernesto Lomasti, alone on the impressive slabs at the 
center of  the wall. The intuition of  Enzo Cozzolino 
whom elegantly and lightly climbs among the colossal 
folds of  this great dihedral and again the tenacity of  
Renato Casarotto alone for ten days on the wall frozen 
by ice. Or the legendary Slovenians like Francez Knez 
and Filip Bence that one by one revealed the secrets of  
this wall. However still today every route that has been 
climbed still emits a strange feeling in the Garden of  the 
Moon. Where time is something that escapes the usual 
logic and appears to have the shape of  water. 
We went back, because we can live a small adventure 
without going to far. We can relive the experience of  the 

first ascensionist even if  its still the hundredth ascent. 
The traces left the rusty pitons inside a crack a small 
cairn are all clues of  a big history that begins from far 
away goes through us and continues beyond. 

In this long summer, in all these years that we went back 
to look at them once more, we only tried to understand 
them deeper, to not extinguish that flame that for gene-
rations pushes alpinist to go out of  the door of  the refu-

Pg 62: A detail of the north face of the Piccolo Mangart   (© S.D’Eredità). 
Pg 63: in the heart of the Cozzolino on the Piccolo Mangart   (© S.D’Eredità). 
On the right: Climbing on the Cima de Lis Codis Fuart Group (© S.D’Eredità). 
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ge lighting a torch and getting into the darkness. Its 
a form of  gratitude towards all those that preceded 
us and by which we have learned to know, wondering 
once again  what has not been written...and one day 
I'm sure we something new will be written. ■

Below: climbing on the north face of the Veunza  (© S.D’Eredità). 
Above in traverso sulla Lomasti alla Torre Winkel (© S.D’Eredità).

pg 67: the amazing limestone pillar of the Plote. (© S.D’Eredità).
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GRAZIANO BIANCHI
Below the great walls

by Luca Schiera 

and Federico Magni
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Below the great walls
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■ Graziano Bianci, born in Erba where he still lives 
with Luisa, is a father of  two children and grandfather. 
Mountain guide since 1967, this year he will turn 80. He 
has dedicated his whole life, with passion and good sense, 
with great competence and humility to high level alpini-
sm, with many first ascents in the Alps and other conti-
nents. Going through his curriculum it is possibile to no-
tice the many expeditions in South America, Africa, Asia, 
Greenland: more than 30, many organized by himself  
and some in which he took part often as leader. His pas-
sion grew since a young age love that found a great push 
since his military service in the Alpini military group. He 
became mountain guide 1967. He began climbing in the 
crags of  the Valle Bova above Erba, opening many dif-
ficult routes such as those in the Buco del Piombo with 
three new routes and another seven on the main routes. 

*

Beginning 

At 18 years old Graziano quit playing soccer and began 
with Boxing in Como. During that period he was working 
as carpenter outside of  town, he would return home and 
reach Como to train by bike 12 km away.  After a cou-
ple of  months he realized he was biking more than he 
was training boxing and left boxing. One day hiking in 
the mountain he saw some climbers on the “Sasso D'Er-
ba” one of  the classic crags of  lombardy and following 
their example he began climbing alone. He was almost 
20 years old but from that moment onward he began his 
activity in the mountains that would take him all over the 
world. 
He continued as a self-taught climber on the mountains 
above his house, then with the military service he was 
send first to Verona, than Bolzano and finally to Vipiteno 
where he discovered the Dolomites. 
He met with Cesare Maestry when he was opening his 
solo route on the Roda di Vael and was send by the 
mountain troops to assist him for 10 days. When 20 years 
later he went to repeat this route he recognized the great 
strength of  the spider of  the Dolomites. 
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Front page:  the extraordinary walls of the Fitz Roy group .
On the left: Graziano Bianchi climbing in the buco del Piombo(© arch. arch. G.Bianchi). 
Above: Renato Casarotto and Graziano Bianchi (© arch. arch. G.Bianchi). 

«When I was in the army I had already some expe-
rience and my captain knew Jack Canali»

In the mountain troops he was assitant gui-
de for the army, here he met people that be-
came his climbing partners such as Tiziano 
Nardella and Elio Scarabelli.
«I entered the course to become guide when 
I was 27 and at 30 I became mountain gui-
de», in the meantime he was already marri-
ed. He often works together with Jack Canali 
with his clients becaue of  the amputations 
Jack suffered during the first ascent of  the 
South face of  McKinley.  

Buco del Piombo

The rocky wall of  the Buco del Piombo is 
clearly visible above Erba coming from the 
Pianura Padana. In the clearest winter days 
it is possible to see the big cave from several 
kilometers apart. 
It is a humid place, a little dark and always 
cool due to the stream that comes out of  its 
depths after having crossed the mountains 
around Como and Lecco. 
On the sides of  the cave it is possible to no-
tice signs of  people that during the centuries 
has looked for refuge from wars and plague. 
Also for climbers used to exposure it is a ra-
ther impressive place. The mountaineering 
history of  Graziano began in these places 
here he opened his first route: the Giulia 
Corner in 1964 a little , below the cave. The first of  at le-
ast ten routes on that wall. Here he learned how to place 
pitons or how he says a big work of  art of  how he claims 
“stuff  for carpenters”.

«At the time you needed very little to place an etrier 

We were climbing with two perlon ropes that we got 
thanks to the K2 expedition of  1954. We also had the 
first Jumars and harnesses. We were also using special pi-
tons recommended by Riccardo Cassin that would not 
exit the cracks on the big overhangs in the cave. «Some 
where made by Riccardo, when I pulled them with the 
friction you could at least keep hanging if  the rock would 
not break.» 
Sometimes you needed more than two days to open one 
pitch: «I had a good sense of  where to put pitons, you 
needed at least 20 minutes to put a piton and at the end 
of  the day you did not have enough strength to turn the 
point.» 
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At the end of  the sixties the we were moti-
vated to try and cross the great arch of  the 
Buco Del Piombo. «The first time was in 
1968 with Jack Canali and Carlo Nembri-
ni. We began on the right looking at the 
cave and got out on the vault. Then with 
Ginetto Mora I opened another route. We 
arrived at the center of  the cave and got 
out on the vault. We reached the center 
of  the cave where is a big ledge below the 
roof. We opened a traverse that crosses the 
whole vault from right to left. With Ivo 
Mozzanico however, always starting from 
where we had began the first time we got 
out on the center of  the wall opening a 
new route. On the sides the rock was 
good. On the roof  however a little less.» 
«Every Meter I was pulling a fixed rope 
to be able to go back. We tried to hang for 
more than three days. Below was Gian-
carlo Molteni whom was grilling a rooster 
and when in the evening we finished wor-
king we would pull with some cordellettes 
some bottles to celebrate. It was a great 
aid climbing work. Than I invented the 
hanging seat and one is still hanging on 
the vault of  the Buco del Piombo.»

Cavalcorto

It was the night of  1970 and it was real-
ly cold. The thermometer showed more 
than -25° and in our hammocks hanging 
on the south face of  the Cavalcorto Gra-
ziano Bianchi, Tiziano Nardella from 
Melzo and Franco Robecchi from Milano 
were trying to stay warm by continuously 
moving in order to avoid frostbite. After five days on the 
wall that the team was on this gigantic granite flake that 
raises for half  a kilometer to 2765 meters dominating the 
amazing alpine scenery of  the Val masino crystallized by 
the winter cold. The winter ascent of  the south face of  
Cavalcorto was an objective of  Nardella since some ye-
ars. The climber from Melzo had recruited Graziano ( 
the two were friends because they had been in the army 
together ) whom had invited Robecchi that was his part-
ner on many other climbs. When they began the climb 

above: Graziano Bianchi during the ascent on the Cavalcorto, Val Masino (© arch. 

G.Bianchi). 
On the right: Graziano Bianchi on the first bivy on the Cavalcorto, Val Masino (© arch. 

G.Bianchi). 
Pg. 75: Graziano Bianchi on the east pillar of  Fitz Roy  (© arch. G.Bianchi). The year 
after this attempt,  Renato Casarotto went back to Patagonia to climb the pillar 
alone. Today the pillar is called Oggi, il  "Pillier Goretta" in honour of the wife of 
Renato that waited alone at basecamp for a very long time for her husband to come 
back. 
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after bringing all the gear to the base of  the overhanging 
wall it was the morning of  the 21st of  December. They 
had another partner Aldo Rebuzzini only 22 years old 
from Melzo but he had given up after only one bivy due 
to abdominal pain. 
«We had slept in one of  the old huts that one can find 
in the Val del Ferro. We arrived at the base of  the wall 
and we never gave up» tells Graziano. «there were some 
overhangs and then that overhanging chimney. those 
were ascents that you began on but never knew when 
you would exit. A retreat would have been very difficult. 
Tiziano was very good at organizing gear and food. We 
had dehydrated food and gas stoves. We were looking for 
ice in the cracks to melt, many people were doing that in 
those days, it was the kind of  Alpinism we were practi-
cing. On the walls we were carrying many kilograms on 
the wall, everyone was telling we were crazy because our 
families were waiting at home. Many friends were lost 
on the way but I knew I always had to get back home. 
Especially in winter. We had always a bivy on the wall, 
people with Balls would stay “inside” then we took these 

skills in Patagonia. Also the equipment was what is was. 
I would take a radio to listen to the weather forecast but 
it never really worked. We did not have harnesses, but 
would tie the rope around our waist. We would take nor-
mal boots, which were extremely heavy but were good for 
everything. To place pitons I would use a pick and drill 
little holes with the strength of  my arms.» «I remember 
those days as if  they were yesterday,» continues Graziano 
«also because those bivies were really difficult for the cold 
and homesickness. We never placed a tent because there 
was no space, not even a little ledge. The night of  Chri-
stmas in San Martino there was many people looking up, 
we could see them very well. I saw my children, Ombret-
ta and Rudy whom were very young I saw my wife and 
many friends. They lit a big bumfire and then the priest 
celebrated mass. We looked from far away, it was really 
emotional.» 
The conquest of  the south face of  the Cavalcorto beca-
me a national case so much that the newspapers such as 
the “Corriere della Sera” dedicated ample space to the 
ascent. 
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«there were many journalist that followed with a telesco-
pe and luckily it all went well, at the ninth day on the wall 
it started to snow but we managed to reach the summit. 
I was on the last pitch but we reached the summit on the 
29th of  December, after nine days on the wall, there were 
already 20 cm of  snow and luckily Giuglio Fiorelli was on 
the summit waiting for us because we did not know the 
descent we might have killed ourselves on the descent. 
From that day it snowed for another five days.» 

Puscanturpa

After opening several new routes in the alps in the be-
ginning of  the seventies Graziano Bianchi began loo-
king abroad. A lure for mountains all over the world that 
in more than thirty years of  activity at high level took 
him to climb in the Andes,Patagonia, Africa, Himalaya 
and Greenland. In 1971 he left with the Alpine Club of  
Bergamo that had already many contacts and support 
in Perù climbing the Nevado Hiscinca 5500 mt on the 
Cordillera Blanca and immediatly afterwards the Nevado 
Urus 5495m. The following years he is again in the Cor-
dillera Blanca for the first ascent of  Nevado Innominato 

an unclimbed peak ascended by Bianchi through a new 
mixed line with two bivies. The  mountain was renamed 
“Città di Erba” with great attention by the media. But 
its in 1974 that he decides to aim higher and look for 
something different. «After Città di Erba we wanted to 
climb something on rock. Santino Calegari had sugge-
sted the south west buttress of  Puscanturpa, a 5400m 
mountain in the Huayhuash cordillera in Perù. They 
said: “if  you go on the pillars of  the PusCanturpa you 
will be the first”.» But that time because of  some pro-
blems with the expedition with the doctor hit by edema it 
was only an attempt. Bianche manages to reach the sum-
mit by the normal route. The following year he is there 
again and with him Agostino da Polenza, Felice Boselli, 
Giuseppe Buizza, Giuseppe Caneva, Carlo Milani, Gino 
Mora and Edoardo Pozzoli. «Often we were training on 
Medale and one day at the tavern a men from Bergamo 
with a young boy joined us. They had just done the Bo-
natti. I was looking for someone for Puscanturpa and he 
suggested me Agostino. He was just 17 years old back 

Below: Graziano Bianchi and Renato Casarotto along the seracs that take to the 
base of Fitz Roy    (© arch. G.Bianchi). 
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then. He was shy but it was clear he had a lots of  talent.» 
On the Puscanturpa Bianchi and Da Polenza formed the 
main team to attempt the south-west buttress. The diffi-
culties on Puscanturpa were  sustained and continuous. 
Finally on the 4th of  august they managed to place camp 
on a saddle below a long rocky rope length. They mana-
ged to find a line that cut on the right and passed the diffi-
culties. They passed this section of  the route on the 5th of  
august and managed to get very close to the final snowy 
ridge. The sixth they climbed the last meters of  rock up 
to the ridge. They needed six bivies to reach the sum-
mit during the 1975 expedition. «the rock was amazing a 
kind of  scist, but you had to know how to climb. Me and 
Agostino always bivied on the wall, once we climbed we 
fixed the route with fixed ropes so that the others could 
bring us supplies and could descend. When it was almost 
dark we would get down a couple of  pitches, recover 
some food and gear and bivy. The following morning we 
would start again.»
At Puscanturpa Bianchi returned again in 1984. «Silvio 
Mondinelli was with us and opened another route on the 
north pillar, Me and Ginetto Mora repeated the route.» 

Fitz Roy-Patagonia

In 1978 he departed for Patagonia with an expedition or-
ganized by the Morbegno CAI led by Giuseppe Caneva. 
With them Graziano and Renato Casarotto. 
«I met Renato at the Italian sport club in Peru he was a 
reference point for a lot of  people that went climbing in 
that area. Then we started meeting in Patagonia and we 
became friends sometimes he came to Erba to climb.»
They lost 10 days to get the luggage through in Buenos 
Aires then they flew to Rio Gallegos and from there they 
continued on the back of  a truck for 700km to El Cala-
fate. They arrived covered with dust in El Chalten still in 
the phase of  construction, there were road signs but no 
roads.
At this point they had only a month time, the main objec-
tive was to attempt the north west face on the left of  the 
Supercanaleta. On the spot there is allready a group of  
italians with the same idea. That team however did not 
get their chance to climb the mountain because of  inter-
nal problems. 
They also decided to change objective due to the short 
time at their disposal, they choose the unclimbed north 
pillar. «we had decided to climb Fitz Roy by a new route 
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on the north- west pillar. It was the two of  us leading and 
Fitz Roy had barely any route on it expect of  the super-
canaleta. We had very little time and the main objective 
had been scrapped.»
In two days we reached the col at the base of  the rocky 
pillar (more or less a third of  the 1200m route) here we 
bivied and after the many stories on the legendary Pata-
gonian wind we decided to get some shelter behind a big 
flake against the wall. In the night a strong wind almost 
spit us out of  the wall. We descended and slept on the 
glacier below the Brecha de los Italianos where we found 
a large snow cave left by some other Alpinist. We conti-
nued on the granite pillar. Renato was almost always on 
the lead, he was free climbing most of  it but was  slow. He 

advanced continuously, the wooden wedges were fenomal 
in the large cracks of  Fitz Roy (now called offwidth) today 
still solid 5.11. Time is running out and we are forced to 
abandon our attempt. We left all the gear on the wall for 
a future attempt. 
«Renato was strong but we were arguing sometimes. I 
remember a time on Fitz Roy that I had 200 meters of  
ropes on my back and he a small backpack. At some point 
he said, “you go in front” I told him to go f**k himself. 
We were there for five or six days. When I was leading I 
was using the wooden wedges. I had like 50 for Fitz Roy. 
He was mostly trying to freeclimb. If  we would have gone 
faster perhaps we would have succeeded.»
Renato went back the following year only accompanied 
by Goretta. He took advantage of  the gear left the year 
before and managed to complete the ascend in solo, put-
ting him among the best in the world and making him 
one of  the first professional climbers in the world. That 
time Graziano from Fitz Roy saw the line of  the future 
expedition to Poincenot. He returned to Patagonia eight 
years later with Alessio Bortoli, Adriano Carnati and 
Massimo Colombo. It required two expeditions, the first 
at the beginning of  1986 and the second at the end of  
year to complete their line on the south east buttress of  
the Poincenot one of  the most aesthetically striking lines 
in that area.  Now know as the Italian buttress. 

Himalaya

It is 1981 when Graziano Bianchi left for the first time 
headed to the Himalaya. His objective ? One eight thou-
sand meter peak in winter the Lhotse. The side summit 
of  Everest that no one had yet climbed in the hardest 
season and in the worst conditions. “back then it was like 
that , you had an idea and off  we went. It was the four of  
us, Me, Agostino da Polenza, Antonio Camozzi, Rober-
to Testa. We spoke dialect from Bergamo and Brianza, 
therefore we had a kid acting as translator” remembers 
smiling Graziano.
«A famous company had designed our boots, we called 
them leads because they were weighting three kilos each 
and when  we returned to Kathmandu we left them there. 
When we were at the foot of  the icefall there were also 
the British with Joe Tasker and they had Koflachs and 
were trying Everest. I remember we shared some food 
we would give them Parmesan cheese and them Whisky.»
The objective was ambitious but bad weather was imme-

Abov: the east pillar of Fitz Roy (© arch. G.Bianchi). 
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diately a problem. «there was also a Japanese mega ex-
pedition. There had been two mortal accidents and they 
had left all the gear on the wall when they decided to 
retreat and that is why we managed to get quite high.» 
Terrible temperatures and the crossing of  the glacier was 
always a Russian roulette. «the warmest day at base camp 
the thermometer reached -25° but we were blocked for 
four days high up and the thermometer showed -50°. We 
would have never reached the summit.  Agostino slept at 
7400 and left for the south summit. I reached 7300m. It 
was already mid February and we were there since mid 
December. We had to leave.»
During the descent a dramatic accident took place. «I 
tripped and started to slide like a rocket » tells Bianchi. 
«All of  a sudden after 20 meters I found myself  flying I 
went head first and landed in a crevasse. “this is the end” 
I thought. Luckily my backpack got jammed and saved 
me. I saw all blue and I could see the ladder that  we used 
to cross that crevasse. Luckly Antonio saw me sliding in 
the crevasse and after a while I heard shouting. I tried to 
yell but I realized I could not, the blood had frozen on 
my face, alone I would have never managed to get out of  
there and I was rather shaken. After that accident I told 
myself  I would have never gone in the mountains. Some 

weeks passed and I was again in the mountains.»
 
In Himalaya Graziano Bianchi torna molte altre volte, 
soprattutto fra la fine degli anni 80 e i primi ’90 come 
organizzatore, insieme ad Oreste Forno come capo spe-
dizione, di diverse importanti spedizioni che puntano agli 
Ottomila e alle quali partecipano scalatori come Leopold 
Sulovsky, Miroslav Sveticic, Fausto De Stefani, Floriano 
Castelnuovo, Wolfi Thomaseth, Giuliano De Marchi, 
Sergio Martini, Silvio Mondinelli, Tore Panzeri, Battisti-
no Bonali e Dario Spreafico. 
Dhaulagiri nel 1989 con due alpinisti in vetta, poi in Ti-
bet per una ricognizione alla parete nord dell’Everest. 
Nel 1991 l’Everest con due alpinisti in vetta e nel 1993 
un tentativo alla parete Est del Makalu, interrotto dal 
pericolo valanghe, e la salita in cima di quattro alpinisti 
dalla via normale. 

In the Himalaya Graziano Bianchi went back many 
other times, especially between the end of  the 80s and 
the early 90s, as organized together with Oreste Forno 
as expedition leader of  different important expeditions 
that aimed for 8000m peaks Leopold Sulovsky, Miroslav 
Sveticic, Fausto De Stefani, Floriano Castelnuovo, Wolfi 
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Thomaseth, Giuliano De Marchi, Sergio Martini, Silvio 
Mondinelli, Tore Panzeri, Battistino Bonali and Dario 
Spreafico. 
Dhaulagiri in 1989 with two Alpinists on the summit, 
than Tibet for a reconnaissance of  the north face of  Eve-
rest. In 1991 Everest with two Alpinists and in 1993 with 
an attempt on the east face of  Makalu interrupt by ava-
lanche danger but with four climbers on the summit by 
the normal route.■

Abov: Graziano Bianchi photographed on Cavalcorto © arch. G.Bianchi). 
Below: The Grignetta and the Segantini ridge, during a typical winter sunset (© 

arch. Alpine Studio). 
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DALL’EST
di Bernadette McDonald

Da maggio 
nelle migliori liBrerie

La lettura di questa storia mi aiuta a mantenere 
la mia orgogliosa appartenenza a una “tribù” 
chiamata alpinisti.  Voytek Kurtyka
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